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ABSTRACT 

Quality control in general and automated qualit> control in particular are assuming 

major importance in modem society as technological SNStems are becoming increasingly 

complex and highly interconnected. Traditional statistical process control techniques are 

inadequate to address control problems in automated processes because of the high 

degree of data correlation characterized by such processes. Classical process control 

methods depend on simplifying assumptions of plant linearity and time-invariance to 

make the problem analytically tractable. They are therefore limited in effectiveness of 

the control of complex, nonlinear, multivariable processes. 

This dissertation attempts to overcome some of the limitations and shortcomings of 

traditional quality control methods through the integration of two technologies, neural 

networks and evolutionary computation. An autonomous control system prototype has 

been developed to control (maintain quality variables within desired limits) a process b\ 

providing high level adaptation to changes in the plant, environment, and control 

objectives. This technology utilizes memory and learning techniques to overcome 

limitations of traditional control methods, namely data autocorrelation, requirements of 

simplifying assumptions, and requirements of a priori information about the process. 

The robustness and applicability of this integrated technology is demonstrated though 

results obtained from tests involving simulated processes of var> ing degrees of 

complexity. 
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TERMS AND CONCEPTS 

Automation: The control of a process by automatic means. 

Closed-loop Feedback Control System: A system that compares the measured output 
with the desired output and feeds back the error to the controller. 

Disturbance: A signal that tends to adversely affect the value of the output of a system. 

Evolutionary Computation: A population based directed random search technique that 
employs operators inspired by the natural evolution process. 

Heuristic: A technique which seeks optimal or near-optimal solutions at a reasonable 
computational cost. 

Model: A representation or mapping of a process' inputs and outputs. 

Multivariable System: A system with two or more input and output variables. 

Neural Networks: Physical cellular systems which can acquire, store and utilize 
experiential knowledge 

Open-loop Control System: A system in which the output has no effect on the signal to 
the process because there is no feedback of error. 

Process: The device, plant, or system that serves some purposes in which some variables 
or quantities are experiencing continuous change. 

Quality Characteristic: The physical characteristic of a product or process that has a 
direct or indirect relation to customer satisfaction. 

Quality Control: The process of moving a quality characteristic to the target and 
maintaining it at the target. 

System: A collection of elements and devices arranged in an ordered form to serve some 
desired purpose. 

System Identification: The field of construcfing or generating a model of the system 
from experiential data. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Quality control consists of the actions of directing, altering, or improving a process' 

behavior in order to maintain some qualities of interest in the product or equipment more 

or less accurately around a prescribed value. The goal of qualit\ control must be to 

ensure 100% acceptable products at all stages of production. According to the concept of 

"zero defects, " put forth by Shingo, a philosopher of contemporary quality practices. 

100% source inspection must be done to identify and correct quality problems as, and 

when they occur (Kolarik, 1995). Here, source inspection refers to in-process corrections 

both to the unit in production as well as to the production system. Source inspection is 

relevant to both manual and automated control. 

Classical control methods work well for controlling linear, single input, single 

output systems; however many real-life control problems are complex nonlinear, multiple 

input, multiple output systems. Classical methods are unsuitable for the control of such 

systems. Modem manufacturing processes involve complex machinery with multiple 

control settings, highly nonlinear dynamics, increased flexibility' due to parts with tailored 

geometries and various material types. The cost-effective control of such processes 

requires adaptability. The performance of such complex systems, can be enhanced by 

using intelligent learning control techniques. 

1.1 Problem Statement 

The recent advances in technology and the trend of modem manufacturing systems 

towards automation has posed new problems in the quality and process control domain. 

They have produced complex systems, operating in conditions of uncertainty. Traditional 

approaches to manufacturing process control generally use linear fixed gain systems. 

Such systems require frequent retuning to handle changes in process d\ namics. 



When addressing any control system design problem, it is necessan. to have a 

description of the process. This description is usually in the form of a mathematical 

model. Unfortunately, the high degree of complexity of most modem processes make the 

development of a realistic mathematical model, based on first principles difficult. The 

success of traditional methods greatly depends on their ability to achieve and maintain an 

accurate linear approximation of the tme nonlinear process. The inability to accurately 

approximate nonlinear processes with linear models results in poor and inefficient quality 

control. 

Statistical Process Control (SPC) is essentially a process monitoring tool rather 

than a control tool. Traditional SPC requires that successive observations behave like 

independent identically distributed random variables. Discrete part manufacturing 

applications are usually cited. This technology is limited in effectiveness for processes 

which are characterized by a significant amount of data correlation. In continuous 

processes, such as in chemical industries, physical process inertia causes data to be 

autocorrelated, that is, subsequent data are influenced by previous data (Alwan, 1992). 

Autocorrelation leads to an increase in false alarms (Montgomery and Mastrangelo, 1991; 

Hu, 1996). As production systems become more complex, it is necessary to increase the 

resolution and sophistication of controllers (and models) to handle the complexity of 

these dynamic systems. 

Typically, in discrete parts manufacturing, the process has no dynamics, that is, the 

process reaches a new steady state by the time the next sample data are received. High 

costs are usually associated with a process adjustment. In such a situation, SPC may be 

suitable for control. In most continuous processes, such as in chemical industries, 

however, the cost of making an adjustment is small. There is therefore, no reason not to 

make an adjustment if required when a new data point is received. For a process with no 

dynamics, using classical integral-only control is appropriate. For a process where the 

measurement is frequent enough for data to be influenced by previous data, a dynamic 

control algorithm such as Proportional-plus-Integral (PI), Proportional-plus-Integral-plus-

Derivative (PID), or more complex ones are appropriate (Shunta, 1995). Engineering 



Process Control (EPC) algorithms such as these, however, rely on simplifying 

assumptions of linearity (Akoi, 1967). The highly nonlinear dynamics of complex 

processes make their control difficult by classical EPC methods. Linear stochastic 

control theory is well developed with general solutions available. The opposite is the 

case for nonlinear systems. Traditional EPC methods employ approximate solutions for 

both nonlinear parameter estimation and for control of all but linear processes (Lewis, 

1986). The approach adopted for nonlinear systems is to linearize the system equations 

and then apply existing linear theory; risking sub-optimal solutions. In the presence of 

formidable nonlinearities, this may not produce acceptable solutions. 

EPC algorithms generally consist of fixed tuning parameters that are selected to 

achieve a desirable dynamic response at some operating condition. Processes however, 

seldom exhibit the same dynamic characteristics under all operating conditions. 

Therefore, unless the tuning is adapted to new operating conditions, the closed-loop 

response of the process may not be the same as before (Shunta, 1995; Castillo, 1996). 

Quality control in automated systems demands "smart" controllers in order to 

ensure high performance from processes which are not well understood. Lack of precise 

knowledge about the process make conventional controllers inadequate in meeting the 

needs of such systems. High costs involved in replacing or reconfiguring control 

software can be greatly reduced by implementing a control system that can adapt to 

changes in process dynamics. Efficient on-line leaming techniques that achieve stable 

operation of an unmodeled nonlinear process, with noisy feedback, in a relatively short 

time span and at reasonable computational expense, can be implemented to make simple, 

adaptive, accurate, and cost-effective control of complex manufacturing processes 

possible. 

1.2 Objective 

The purpose of this research is to design, develop and test a robust prototype 

quality controller that can address process and product quality by monitoring and 

modifying (in real-time) dynamic multivariable processes. To accomplish this objecfi\ e. 



leaming techniques are used to close the loop of traditional SPC methods. Leaming 

control techniques provide a flexible capability for designing and building adaptable, 

intelligent process controllers capable of improving the quality of complex manufacturing 

processes. Leaming control uses memory to correlate past experiences with past 

situations and exploits this empirical information to improve future performance. 

Two relatively new leaming techniques, neural networks and evolutionary 

computation, are employed to perform identification and control of a process on line. 

Neural networks are physical cellular systems which can acquire, store and utilize 

experiential knowledge. Evolutionary computation algorithms are implemented as a 

population based search over a fitness response surface. Neural networks and 

evolutionary computation are combined in a novel approach to obtain an integrated 

quality controller. 



CHAPTER II 

SYSTEMS AND PREDICTIVE CONTROL 

A system can be defined as an aggregation of objects united by some form of 

interaction or interdependence. Inputs to the system are influences that originate outside 

the system and act on it. They are not directly influenced by what happens in the system. 

Outputs of the system are those quantities of interest that are affected by the actions of 

inputs. A system is referred to as a dynamical system when one or more of its aspects 

change with time (Narendra and Annaswamy, 1989). Such a system receives an input 

u(t) at each time instant t where t belongs to a time set T and emits an output y(t). The 

values of the input belong to some set f/while those of the output belong to a set Y. A 

dynamic system can be described by two types of models: (1) input-output models and 

(2) state-space models. An input-output model assumes that the new system output 

depends not only on u(t) but also on the past history of the inputs and the outputs of the 

system. The input-output model of a deterministic, time invariant, single-input-single-

output system can be represented as: 

y{t) = h(y(t-l),y(t-2), ...,y(t-n), u(t-\), u(t-2), ..., u{t-m)) (2.1) 

where positive integers n and m are respectively the number of past outputs (also called 

the order of the system) and the number of past inputs. In practice m is usually smaller 

than or equal to n. The function h can be a static nonlinear function which maps the past 

inputs and outputs to a new output. The input-state-output representation of a dynamical 

system can be given as^ 

y(t) = h(x(t)) (2.2) 

' The notations have been borrowed from Narendra and Annaswamy. 1989. 
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where 

x(t) = [x^(t),X2{t),...,x„(t)y e 9̂ " is the n-component state vector of the system. 

u(t) = [u^it),U2{t),...,Up(t)f G 9̂ ^ is the system input vector, and 

y(t) = [y\(t%y2(0,-'-,yn,U)Y e?^"' is the system output vector. 

gandh are mappings defined asg:9?" x 9?̂  ^ 9̂ " and h.'^H" ^^"'. 

The vector u is the input to the dynamical system and contains both controllable 

and uncontrollable elements. The former are referred to as control inputs. The vector A:(/) 

represents the state of the system at time t. The elements ofx(t), x^it) (/ = 1.2, ...,«) are 

called state variables. The state x{t) at time t is determined by the time t and the input u 

defined over the interval [IQ, t). The output ̂ (̂0 is determined by the time / as well as the 

state jc(/) at time t. The discrete-time systems represented by difference equations 

corresponding to the differential equations in (2.2) take the form 

x{k +1) = g[x{k), u{k)\ 

y{k) = h[x(k)] (2.3) 

where i/(«), x(*), andX*) are discrete time sequences. 

When the fiinctions g and h are not known, the system will need to be identified. 

Identification of the unknown system involves constmcting a suitable identification 

model which when subjected to the same input u{k) as the system, produces an output 

y(k) which approximates j'(A:). If the functions g and h are known, control of the system 

involves designing a controller that generates the desired control input u{k) based on all 

the information available at instant k (Narendra and Parthsarathy, 1990). 



^^ 

2.1 Model Based Predictive Control 

Model based predictive control encompasses all the control methods that utilize a 

model of the process to predict into the future. The various predicti\'e control algorithms 

differ amongst themselves in the model used to represent the process and the cost 

function to be minimized. The common ideas appearing in all algorithms in the 

predictive control family are (Camacho and Bordons, 1995): 

• Explicit use of a model to predict the process output. 

• Calculation of a control action or a sequence of control actions minimizing a certain 

objective fiinction. 

• Application of the first control signal of the sequence calculated at each time step so 

that the time instant horizon is displaced towards the fiiture. 

The process model is used to predict at each instant, t, the future outputs for a 

determined horizon, Â , called the prediction horizon. These predicted outputs depend on 

the known values up to instant t (past inputs and outputs) and on the future control 

actions. The future control actions are calculated by optimizing a determined cost 

function in order to keep the process as close as possible to the setpoint. In the situation 

that the cost function is quadratic, the model is linear, and there are no constraints, an 

explicit solution can be found. Otherwise, an iterative optimization method is used. 

Model predictive control is implemented using the basic stmcture shown in 

Figure 2.1. For model predictive control to be effective, it is cmcial that the process 

model accurately captures the process dynamics so as to precisely predict the future 

outputs of the process. In general, model based controllers have been shown to be useful 

when the process is nonlinear or large time delays exist (Willis, Montague, and Peel cited 

in Murray, 1995). Many variations of model formulations are used in industries and 

academe. The Tmncated Impulse Response Model (TIRM) and a closely related model, 

the Step Response Model are commonly used in the industries. The TIRM only requires 

a measurement of the output after exciting the process with an impulse input. It requires 

\QSS a priori information and can be used for multivariable processes. Despite its wide 

use for these reasons, it has two main drawbacks: (1) it can only be used to describe 



stable open-loop processes; and (2) it requires a large number of parameters (Camacho 

and Bordons, 1995). The Transfer Function Model is more widely used in academe due 

to its requirements of only a few parameters, and its validity for all kinds of processes. 

The State-Space Model, also commonly used in academe, is attractive for its abilit\ to 

describe multivariable processes. 

The optimizer essentially generates the control action. The minimum of the cost 

function can be obtained as a linear function of past inputs, past outputs, and the future 

reference trajectory, if the cost function is quadratic. But in the presence of inequality 

constraints, the minimum has to be obtained by numerical search algorithms. The 

computation time required to find an optimal control action depends on various factors 

such as, the number of variables, the number of steps into the fixture that the prediction is 

made, etc. 
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CHAPTER III 

THE IDENTIFICATION PROBLEM 

System or process identification is the subject of determination of a model for the 

behavior of the system from experiential data (measured input and output data). Once a 

particular model stmcture is assumed (or determined), the identification problem is 

reduced to obtaining the parameters of the model. Figure 3.1 shows the identification 

procedure. The identified models are used for: control system design, simulation 

(prediction), and fault diagnosis. This research deals with identification for control 

applications. Control applications require accurate process models. Analytical modeling 

(deriving models based on first principles) is often not feasible for industrial processes. It 

is either too costly or generates a model that is too complex to be suitable for control 

applications. 

Three basic entities are involved in system identification; the data, a model set, and 

a rule or criterion for model estimation. The identification of an unknown system can be 

placed in one of two categories: 

1. Where process identification is possible and feasible. When enough information 

about the process is known so that a mathematical model can be assumed with some 

reliability, the identification is concemed with using on-line measurements to 

determine the model parameters. One example for such process identification is 

regression analysis. 

2. Where process identification is not possible or feasible. When it is not practical to 

use an assumed mathematical model as in the case when the process is poorly defined 

or a model of the process would be too complex, some sort of search procedure is 

required to seek out the optimal point at which to operate the process. In any search 

technique, the strategy is to make adjustments to the controllable input variables and 

to observe the effects of the output variables. Decisions are made, based on these 

effects, to change the inputs so as to improve process performance. An example of 

such a technique is the gradient descent search using neural networks. 

10 



3.1 Selection of Input and Output Variables 

The proper selection of process inputs and outputs is cmcial to the identification 

problem. Any available a priori process knowledge is essential for input selection. Two 

classes of inputs used for identification purposes are manipulatable variables and 

measurable disturbances. By choosing to include measurable disturbances among the 

input variables we can reduce the noise level in the identification. The effects of the 

measurable disturbances on the outputs are identified and they no longer act as noise in 

the identification model. The following is a list of mles for the selection of process 

inputs for control and simulation purposes (Zhu and Backx, 1993): 

1. The selected inputs should have strong influence on the outputs; 

2. Different inputs have essentially different effects on the outputs; 

3. Reliable manipulation of the inputs is possible (required for control purposes); 

4. If an input can be measured but cannot be manipulated, use it as an input signal in the 

identification (this implies that the number of inputs for identification can be larger 

than that for control); 

When it comes to process outputs selection, in an ideal situation, all variables to be 

controlled will be easily measurable. In practice however, the limitation of sensors and 

instrumentation make the choice of outputs for process identification difficult. In a 

practical situation we can have the following types of outputs (Zhu and Backx, 1993): 

1. Outputs to be controlled, and that are easily measured. 

2. Outputs to be controlled, but cannot be measured. 

3. Outputs to be controlled, but their measurements are difficult, and it is too costly to 

use them for feedback control (for example, thermocouples measuring very high 

temperatures easily wear out and analyzers for measuring composition are too slow). 

4. Outputs not to be controlled, but that are easily measured. 

This research is limited to processes where all the outputs fall in either category 1 

or category 4. Outputs of type 1 must be included in any identification problem but the 

choice to include outputs of type 4 is up to the control system designer. Sometimes, 

outputs of type 4 are used to solve the measurement problem of the third type of outputs 

11 



(Zhu and Backx, 1993). The neural network identification method proposed in this 

research uses any and all measurable inputs and outputs. Even though outputs of type 4 

are not required for control purposes, they are included to make the identification model 

complete. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE CONTROL PROBLEM 

Based on increasing levels of sophistication, control techniques can be ranked as: 

1. Deterministic feedback control, 

2. Optimal control, 

3. Adaptive control, 

4. Intelligent or leaming control. 

4.1 Deterministic Feedback Control 

Deterministic feedback control is based on conventional control theory. Industrial 

processes are mostly characterized by variables that are analog and continuous. Before 

digital computers, analog devices were used for process control in industrial plants. The 

processes with which analog controllers operate are based on the use of linear differential 

equations which constitute the foundation for linear control theory. The theory of linear 

control systems rely on mathematical models that are formulated as linear ordinary 

differential equations. Differential feedback controllers are used for simple linear plants. 

Such controllers need state estimators as plant complexity increases. Linear differential 

equations are preferred over nonlinear ones because they are generally much easier to 

solve. This is done despite the fact that real-life physical relationships are not always 

linear. 

4.2 Optimal Control 

Optimal control techniques are ufilized if it is required to complete a control task in 

minimum time or energy. Groover (1987) gives the following two attributes as the basis 

on which the solution to a steady state open-loop optimal control problem must be based. 

1. Performance evaluation variable. Also known as the objective function, it represents 

the overall indicator of process performance that we desire to optimize by solving the 

14 



optimal control problem. Some examples of performance objectives typically used in 

opfimal control are cost minimization, profit maximization, and quality optimization. 

2. Mathematical model of the process. The relationships between the input variables 

and the objective fiinction must be mathematically defined. There are no disturbances 

that might affect the final resuh of the optimization procedure and hence the model is 

assumed to be valid throughout the operation of the process. The steady-state optimal 

control problem is to solve some function for its maximum or minimum value. 

4.3 Adaptive Control 

Adaptive control techniques are employed if there are significant variations of plant 

parameters to the extent that linear control theory is inappropriate. In contrast to "fixed" 

approaches, adaptive control approaches attempt to treat the problem of uncertainty 

through on-line means. Adaptive techniques operate by monitoring the input-output 

behavior of the plant to identify the parameters of an assumed dynamical model and then 

adjusting the control system parameters to achieve increased performance by updating or 

refining some representation. The representation is determined by a model of the plant's 

stmcture, based on on-line measurement information. An adaptive control system can 

adjust itself to accommodate new situations, such as changes in the observed dynamical 

behavior of a plant. An adaptive control system typically attempts to adapt if the 

behavior of the plant changes by a significant degree. However, continual adaptation of 

the control system may be required if the dynamical characteristics of the plant vary 

considerably over its operating envelope. 

Adaptive control has attributes of both feedback systems and optimal control 

systems. Like a feedback system, measurements are taken on certain process variables 

and like an optimal system, an overall measure of performance is used. An adaptive 

system is different from a feedback system or an optimal system in that it is designed to 

compensate for the changing environment. If the environment changes significantly, 

these systems might not respond in the manner intended by the designer. On the other 

15 
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hand, the adaptive system monitors its performance and alters, accordingly, some aspect 

of its control mechanism to achieve optimal or near-optimal performance. 

In order to evaluate its performance and to respond accordingly, the adaptiv e 

controller is fumished with the capacity to perform the following three fimctions 

(Groover, 1987): identification, decision, and modification. Identification involves 

determining the current performance of the process or system. The decision function 

involves determining how the control mechanism should be adjusted to improve 

performance. This decision procedure is carried out by means of a preprogrammed logic 

provided by the system designer. The modification function involves implementing the 

decision. It is concemed with a physical or mechanical change in the system. 

4.4 Intelligent Control 

Before one embarks on research on artificial intelligence (intelligence as applied to 

inanimate objects), it is important that the term intelligence be explained. Many 

definitions and theories prevail in this regard. One such theory of intelligence is 

presented below (Antsaklis and Passino, 1993): 

.. .defines intelligence as the ability to act appropriately in an uncertain 
environment, where appropriate action is that which increases the probability of 
success, and success is the achievement of behavioral goals. The intelligent 
system acts so as to maximize probability of success and minimize probability of 
failure. Both goals and success criteria are generated in the environment extemal 
to the intelligent system. At a minimum, intelligence requires the abilities to 
sense the environment, make decisions, and control action. Higher levels of 
intelligence require the abilities to recognize objects and events, store and use 
knowledge about the world, and to plan for the future. Advanced forms of 
intelligence have the abilities to perceive and analyze, to plot and scheme, to 
choose wisely and to plan successfully in a complex, competitive, hostile world. 
The amount of intelligence can grow through programming, leaming, and 
evolution. Intelligence is the product of natural selection, wherein more 
successful behavior is passed on to succeeding generations of intelligent systems, 
and less successful behavior dies out. Natural selection is driven by competition 
between individuals within a group, and groups within the world, (p. 27) 
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Intelligent control techniques are used in situations of high plant complexity and 

highly demanding performance specifications. A key attribute of an intelligent s.vstem is 

the ability to learn. The term "leaming control system" is defined by Farrel and Baker 

(cited in Antsaklis and Passino, 1993, p. 238) as "A leaming control system is one that 

has the ability to improve its performance in the ftiture, based on experiential information 

it has gained in the past, through closed-loop interactions with the plant and its 

environment." This definition implies that a leaming control system has some 

autonomous capability, since it has the ability to improve its own performance; it is 

dynamic, since it can vary; it incorporates memory, since it is critical to retain past 

information in order to improve future performance; and finally the leaming control 

system must receive performance feedback information based on the objective function 

that it seeks to optimize. 

Intelligent autonomous controllers are enhanced adaptive controllers, in the sense 

that they can adapt to more significant global changes in the plant and its environment 

than conventional adaptive controllers, while meeting more stringent performance 

requirements. Though it responds to environmental changes, adaptive control is based on 

some fixed model of a process. Leaming control, in contrast, correlates past experiences 

with past situations and exploits this empirical information to improve future 

performance. Leaming results in the automatic synthesis of iteratively improved 

mappings used within a control system architecture. Two such mappings are: (1) control 

mapping that relates command and measured plant outputs to a desirable control action 

and (2) model mapping that relates the plant operating condition to an accurate set of 

model or controller parameters. In a typical leaming control application, the desired 

mapping is expressed in terms of an objective function involving the outputs of both the 

plant and the leaming system. The objective function is used to provide performance 

feedback to the leaming system, which then associates this feedback with specific 

adjustable elements of the mapping. The underlying idea is that performance feedback 

can be used to improve the mapping fumished by the leaming system. The application of 
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leaming control techniques to complex manufacturing processes provides the capabilit\ 

to adapt to changes in materials and process characteristics over time. 

4.5 Digital Control of Industrial Processes 

In the past few decades, advances have been made in the development of adaptive 

control theory and robust control techniques. Although these techniques hold high 

promise for industrial applications and have attracted much interest among the academic 

researchers, their impact on process industries have been very limited, even negligible 

(Zhu and Backx, 1993). An imbalance exists in some industries where a computer 

control system is a combination of the computer technology of the 1980s and the 1990s 

and control algorithms which are the restrictive single variable control techniques of the 

1940s and 1950s. Zhu and Backx (1993) attribute this failure of technology transfer to 

two important reasons: (1) The lack of accurate dynamic models of industrial processes, 

since most modem techniques are model based and hence need reasonably accurate 

process models. (2) A lack of good communication between the modem control 

community and the personnel of the process industries. 

Recent revolutionary advances in digital computers have stimulated their inclusion 

as an integral part of the operation of many industrial control systems. Advantages of 

working with digital signals rather than continuous-time signals have caused a trend 

toward the digital control of dynamic systems rather than analog control. Since the 

1960's, because the availability of digital computers has made possible time-domain 

analysis of complex systems, modem control theory has been developed to cope with the 

increased complexity of modem plants and the stringent requirements on accuracy, 

weight, and cost in industrial applications (Ogata, 1997). The present development of 

process control is determined by the availability of cost effective digital processors and 

data storage devices. "Digital controllers are often superior in performance and lower in 

price than their analog counterparts" (Ogata, 1995, p. 21). The application of 

decentralized automatic control systems has become more feasible due to the availabilit> 

of high capacity microprocessors. Decentralization results in increased reliability and 
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decreased software complexity. Digital controllers allow control algorithms of high 

flexibility to be stored in the software. They can replace analog controllers of the PID 

type, and in addition they can also use more sophisticated algorithms. They enable model 

based control by which multivariable control problems can be solved. They also permit 

functions such as online simulation, adaptation, and automatic change of setpoint, that are 

urgently needed by process industries in order to improve product quality. 
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CHAPTER V 

ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS 

An artificial neural network is a "parallel distributed system that consists of man\' 

computationally simple processing elements interconnected through unidirectional 

weighted connections" (Heileman et al., 1992, p. 177). It generally consists of an input 

layer, one or more hidden layers, and an output layer. Figure 5.1 shows the stmcture of a 

single node or neuron from an arbitrary network. The neuron in the figure, designated the 

y" neuron both accepts inputs from other neurons and sends its output to other neurons. A 

typical neuron gets its inputs from interconnections leading from the outputs of other 

neurons. These interconnections are known as synapses, a term borrowed from biolog\. 

Each synaptic connection strength is expressed by a numeric value called a weight. 

When the i^^ neuron sends a signal to ihsj^^ neuron, that signal is multiplied b> the 

weighting, wji on the i^^ synapse. If the output of the i^^ neuron is designated as x/. then 

the input to t h e / ^ neuron from the i^^ neuron is wjiXi. Summing the w eighted inputs to 

they '̂̂  neuron: 

«. = (l"'.A)-e; (5.1) 

where 0 is a bias term. This summing of the weighted inputs is carried out b\ a 

processor within the neuron. The sum that is obtained is called the activation of the 

neuron. The activation is a purely intemal state of the neuron. The synaptic weights and 

the inputs can be either positive or negative and hence the acti\ ation can be positi\ e, 

zero, or negative. Any weighted input that makes a positive contribution to the activation 

represents a stimulus (tending to tum the /^ neuron on), whereas making a negative 

contribution represents an inhibition (tending to tum the /^ neuron off). After the 

activation is determined, the neuron applies a signal transfer function to it, to determine 

an output. This transfer function could be a simple step function, a hard limiting 
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threshold, or it could be a linear threshold function. A very common formula for 

determining a neuron's output signal is through the use of the logistic function: 

1 
s = UV^ (5.2) 

where X is the slope parameter andu is the activation. This function belongs to the class 

of sigmoidal functions, and has characteristics that are advantageous within man> 

paradigms. These characteristics include the fact that it is continuous, that it has a 

derivative at all points, and that it is monotonically increasing, asymptotic to 0 and +1. as 

its arguments go to -oo and +oo, respectively. Any signal transformation that accepts 

inputs having an infinite range to produce outputs over a finite range is also known as a 

squashing function. A neural network derives its power through its massively parallel 

distributed stmcture and its ability to leam and generalize, i.e., produce reasonable 

outputs for inputs not encountered before. Leaming corresponds to parameter (i.e. 

weight) changes. As a result of exposure to the environment, the network assimilates 

information that can later be recalled by the user. 

5.1 Neural Network Architectures 

The manner in which the neurons in a neural network are stmctured is known as the 

architecture of the neural network. Two commonly used architectures are the 

feedforward network and the recurrent network. Once an architecture is chosen for a 

particular application, there is no hard and fast mle for selecting the topology (number of 

layers and the number of nodes in each layer). The designer has to rely on past 

experience to make such decisions. The literature provides conflicting information 

regarding the choice of the number of hidden layers. While some claim one hidden layer 

is adequate to model any given continuous non-linearity, others claim that two are 

adequate. This decision is best made heuristically: if one hidden layer is insufficient then 

use two (Murray, 1995). As for the "optimal" number of neurons per hidden layer, trial 

and error produces acceptable results. 
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5.1.1 Feedforward networks 

In a feedforward network, the layers project strictly in the forward direction and not 

vice versa. Figure 5.2 illustrates a multilayer, partially connected network. When e\ er} 

node is connected to every node in the adjacent forward layer, it is known as a fully 

connected network. A partially connected network is one in which some of the 

connections are missing. The hidden neuron intervenes between the extemal input and 

the output of the network. One or more hidden layers enable the network to extract 

higher-order statistics (Haykin, 1994). 

5.1.2 Recurrent networks 

When a network has at least one feedback loop, it is known as a feedback or 

recurrent network. Figure 5.3 illustrates a recurrent network. A recurrent network ma\ 

or may not have self-feedback. Self-feedback occurs when the output of a neuron is fed 

back to its own input. Feedback loops involve the use of branches composed of delay 

elements which result in a nonlinear dynamical behavior. 

5.2 Leaming in Neural Networks 

The ability of the network to leam from its environment, and to improve its 

performance, is of primary significance. Haykin (1994, p. 45) defines leaming in neural 

networks as, "a process by which the free parameters of a neural network are adapted 

through a continuing process of stimulation by the environment through an iterative 

process of adjustments applied to its synaptic weights and thresholds." The knowledge 

represented by the network typically increases with each iteration. 

The methodology used to train neural networks can be categorized into two 

different paradigms: supervised and unsupervised. Supervised leaming requires a set of 

training pattems of known classification and an extemal teaching procedure. During the 

teaching procedure, the network parameters are adapted according to the network's 

response to the training pattems. Supervised leaming is also called reinforced leaming. 
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leaming with a teacher, and associative leaming (Heileman et al, 1992). Typically 

during supervised leaming, accurate responses are rewarded and inaccurate responses are 

punished. When the desired response is not known, the unsupervised leaming paradigm 

is applied. Since the desired response is not known, explicit error information cannot be 

used to improve network behavior. In this mode, leaming is accomplished based on 

observations of responses to inputs that are not fully understood. 

5.2.1 Error-correction leaming mle 

The error-correction leaming mle is the most common leaming mle used in neural 

networks. In this algorithm, the error signal for neuron k at time n, e]^n), is the difference 

between the desired response, d]^n), and the actual response, yj^n). 

ekkn) = dkknyy]^n). (5.3) 

The objective of error-correction leaming is to minimize a cost function based on the 

error signal ej^n), such that the response of each output neuron approaches the desired 

response for that neuron in some statistical sense. A commonly used criterion for the cost 

fimction is the least-mean-square (LMS) criterion. The cost function J represents the 

mean-squared-error between the desired and actual network output. This cost function 

can be written as: 

J = E \i:e,\n) (5.4) 

where E is the statistical expectation operator and the summation is done over all the 

neurons in the output layer of the network. The minimization of the cost function can be 

thought of in geometric terms as a surface whose topology represents the mean-squared-

error of the network outputs for a given set of weights and a gi\en set of input-output 

pattem pairs. The variable parameters of this function are the network weights. The 

minimization process corresponds to the steepest descent on the surface of the weight 

space, where the magnitude at any point in the weight space is equal to the error measure. 

This optimization procedure requires knowledge of the statistical characteristics of the 
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underiying process. To overcome this difficulty, an approximate solution to the 

optimization problem is used. The instantaneous value of the sum of squared errors is 

used as the criterion of interest. 

5(«) = T Z ^ * ' W (5.5) 
^ k 

where ^(«) is then minimized with respect to the synaptic weights of the network. The 

magnitude of the adjustment made to the synaptic weight, wjq at time n is given by 

A V « ) = Tie,(«)x.(«) (5.6) 

where r| is a positive constant known as the leaming rate and xj(n) is the input signal of 

the synapse w]q. 

5.2.2 Backpropagation algorithm 

The backpropagation leaming algorithm is the most commonly used leaming 

algorithm. It was initially developed by Paul Werbos in his doctoral thesis at Harvard 

University in the early 1970s (Werbos, 1994). It extends the error minimization aspect of 

the LMS algorithm to multilayer networks. Backpropagation works with nodes having 

continuous differentiable nonlinear activation functions. The ability to differentiate the 

activation function allows the computation of the partial derivatives required b\ the 

gradient descent method. The error signal at an output neuron is propagated backward 

layer by layer through the network. The correction ^Wj. (n) applied to the synaptic 

weight connecting neuron / to neurony is defined as^: 

Weight \ / Leaming rate \ / Local \ /input signal 
correction 1 ^ I parameter | ^ gradient ^ of neuron/ 

where the local gradient 5 ^(n) is gi\ en by 

^ For a detailed derivation of the formula, please refer to Haykin, 1994. 
24 
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5 (n) = ej(rj)(p ;(u /«)) if neurony is an output node, (5.8) 

and 5 («) =(p;(u/«))Z^* W^*/W if neurony is a hidden node. (5.9) 

Here, 

(p'j(-) is the derivation of the activation function describing the input-output 

functional relationship of the nonlinearity associated with neurony, 

u jin) is the net intemal activity level of neurony at iteration n, 

ej(n) is the error signal at the output of neurony after iteration n, and 

wjg{n) is the synaptic weight connecting neurons k andy at iteration n. 

The hidden layer of nodes is a key element in the backpropagation algorithm. It 

frees the neural network from the linear limitations of the perceptron. A neural network 

using the backpropagation leaming algorithm typically begins with an assignment of 

random weights to its synapses. It is then exposed to a set of training data. In response to 

an input from the training data, the network produces an output which is compared \\ ith 

the correct output from the training set. As the training proceeds, the network's weights 

are incrementally adjusted so that it's response gets better with each exposure. The 

accuracy of the network's response depends on how much training it receives and 

therefore, on the user's requirements. After the training, the network is ready to 

categorize unknown inputs in the application it was trained for. 

Neural networks are universal approximators. The universal approximation theorm 

states that a one-hidden-layer feedforward neural network is capable of approximating 

uniformly any continuous muhivariate function to any degree of accuracy (Hassoun, 

1995). This implies that any failure to map a function using neural networks must be the 

resuh of inadequate choice of parameters such as, connection weights or insufficient 

number of hidden nodes. 
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Figure 5.2 A partially connected feedforward network. 
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Figure 5.3 A single layer recurrent network. 
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CHAPTER VI 

EVOLUTIONARY COMPUTATION 

It has been recognized that intelligence displayed by living creatures is a result of 

evolution and therefore, it would be pmdent to model the e\ olutionary process in order to 

create entities capable of intelligent behavior. The term used for such simulation of 

evolution on a computer is evolutionary computation. An evolutionary computation 

method is implemented as a population based search over a fitness response surface. 

Three decades of research in this area have shown that modeling the search process of 

natural evolution can yield very robust, direct computer algorithms. E\ olutionary 

algorithms are based on the collective leaming processes within a population of 

individuals, each of which represents a point in the space of potential solutions to a gi\ en 

problem. Emulating the optimization process inherent in natural selection results in 

iteratively improving solution quality. The rate of improvement depends on the shape of 

the response surface, but many studies (Fogel, 1995; Goldberg. 1989; Pham and Yang, 

1993-a) have shown that the procedures generally converge to near optimal solutions 

despite difficult-to-optimize response surfaces. These stochastic optimization techniques 

often out-perform classical methods of optimization when applied to real-world problems 

(Fogel, 1988, 1994). 

Conventional search techniques, such as hill-climbing, are often incapable of 

finding the global optimal solution of nonlinear or multimodal functions. In such cases, a 

random search technique is generally required. However, undirected search techniques 

are extremely inefficient for large search spaces. The traditional descent method of local 

optimization or neighborhood search operates by searching the whole neighborhood and 

selecting that neighbor which results in the greatest improvement in the cost function. 

The obvious disadvantage of this technique is the likelihood of finding a local, rather than 

global optimum. Variants of neighborhood search techniques, such as simulated 

annealing and tabu search, employ heuristics to alleviate this problem. Simulated 

annealing reduces the risk of getting stuck in a local optima by allowing some uphill 
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moves in a controlled manner. Tabu search addresses the problem b\ exploiting certain 

forms of flexible memory to control the search process. Both simulated annealing and 

tabu search process a single point of the search space and therefore, on complex, 

multimodal search spaces, still have a high risk of getting stuck at a local extrema. 

Calculus-based methods have been extensively studied for function optimization. These 

methods are local in scope; the optima they seek are the best in a neighborhood of the 

current point. In the real world, search is often fraught with discontinuities and \ ast 

multimodal, noisy search spaces. Methods depending upon the restrictive requirements 

of continuity and the existence of derivatives are unsuitable for all but a very limited 

problem domain. Evolutionary techniques can help bridge this robustness gap. 

Theoretical analyses suggest that evolutionary techniques can rapidly locate high 

performance regions in extremely large and complex search spaces. Because of the 

distributed and repeated sampling in the population, evolutionary methods ha\ e a 

propensity to be insensitive to noisy feedback. 

6.1 Simulated Evolutionary Algorithms 

The implementation of simulated evolutionary algorithms begins with an arbitrarily 

chosen initial population of solutions which is allowed to evolve toward better and better 

regions of the search space through the randomized processes of selection, mutation, and 

recombination. The fitness of each trial solution is assessed by an objective measure of 

performance, and the selection process favors those individuals of higher fitness to 

reproduce more often than those of lower fitness. Parental information is passed on to the 

descendants through recombination and mutation introduces innovation into the 

population. Evolutionary computation encompasses three broadly similar avenues of 

investigation in simulated evolution: (1) Evolutionary Programming (EP). developed by 

Fogel in 1962; (2) Genetic Algorithms (GA), developed by Holland in 1969; and 

(3) Evolution Strategies (ES), developed simultaneously by Rechenberg and Schwefel in 

1965. The differences between the procedures are characterized by the methods 
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employed for selecting new parents, and by the types of alterations that are imposed on 

solutions to create offspring. The specific sequences of operations for the procedures are 

given below. 

6.1.1 Evolutionary Programming 

Evolutionary programming techniques simulate natural evolution at the indi\ idual 

level. They "emphasize the mutational parent and its offspring, respectively, at the level 

of the individual or spaces" (Lu, 1996, p. 257). When applying evolutionary 

programming algorithms to real-valued function optimization, the computational 

procedures can be described as follows: 

1. The environment is described as a sequence of symbols. 

2. The problem is defined as evolving an algorithm that would operate on the sequence 

of symbols thus far observed in such a manner so as to produce an output symbol that 

is likely to maximize the algorithm's performance in light of both the prediction of 

the next symbol and the payoff function. 

3. An initial population of parent finite state machines^ is created and exposed to the 

environment, that is, the sequence of symbols that have been observed up to the 

current time. 

4. As each input symbol is offered to the machine, each output symbol is compared with 

the next input symbol. 

5. The goodness of the prediction is then measured with respect to the given payoff 

function, and a fitness is assigned to the machine. 

6. Each parent is randomly mutated to create offspring machines. Mutation involves 

one of five possible modes: change an output symbol, change a state transition, add a 

state, delete a state, and change the initial state. 

7. The offspring are then evaluated over the existing environment. The machines that 

provide the greatest payoff become parents for the next generation. 

^ For an explanation of finite state machines and their representation of the required behavior, please 
refer to Fogel, 1995. 
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8. The process is iterated until an acttial prediction of the next symbol in the 

environment is required. The best machine is used to make this prediction. 

9. The new symbol is added to the experienced environment and the process is repeated. 

6.1.2 Genetic Algorithms 

Genetic algorithms simulate a genetic system. They emphasize models of genetic 

operators, such as crossover and mutation, and apply these to abstracted chromosomes. 

The general procedures of genetic algorithms can be summarized as follows: 

1. A genetic representation (usually binary coding) for potential solutions to the problem 

is developed. 

2. An initial population of potential solutions is randomly generated. 

3. Each individual in the population is evaluated in terms of its fitness. 

4. A selection probability proportional to its fitness is assigned to each individual. 

5. Individuals to parent the next generation are probabilistically selected. 

6. Pairs of the parents are mated through crossover to produce the next generation. 

7. A Gaussian random variable is added to probabilistically chosen components of the 

new generation. 

8. The process of selecting parents and generating offspring continues until a sufficient 

solution is reached or the available computation is exhausted. 

6.1.3 Evolution Strategies 

Like, evolutionary programming, evolution strategies deal with real-valued 

problems and emphasize mutation at the individual level. The general procedures of 

evolution strategies can be summarized as follows: 

1. The problem is defined as finding the real-valued vector that is associated with the 

extremum of the function to be optimized. 

2. An initial population of parent vectors is selected at random from a feasible range in 

each dimension. The distribution of initial trials is typically uniform. 
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3. A Gaussian random variable with zero mean and preselected standard deviation is 

added to each component of the parent vector to create an offspring vector. 

4. Each offspring then competes with its parent. It is accepted as a new member of the 

population (i.e., it replaces its parent) if it has a higher fitness than its parent. 

Otherwise, it is eliminated from the population. 

5. The process of generating new individuals and selecting those with better fitness 

continues until a sufficient solution is reached or the available computation is 

exhausted. 

Any number of minor variations to these basic procedures are possible and many 

have been implemented. Some examples are dynamic parameter encoding (Schraudolph 

and Belew, 1992), where the mapping from fixed-length binary codes to real values are 

adaptively controlled; elitist selection (Fogel, 1995), where the overall best solution is 

retained until the end; and controlled offspring generation (Haiduk et al., 1995). where 

the number of offspring generated by a parent is not a constant. Evolutionary 

computation methods require little a priori information and they are robust (Fogel, 1995). 

They belong to the class of probabilistic algorithms, yet they are different from random 

algorithms as they combine elements of both directed and stochastic searches. They ha\e 

therefore, great potential for addressing engineering problems, especially those that have 

resisted solution by classical techniques. 
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CHAPTER VII 

MOTIVATION 

Leaming control techniques provide a flexible capability for designing and building 

adaptable, intelligent quality process controllers capable of improving complex 

manufacturing processes. Neural networks and evolutionary computation are techniques 

that can help design "leaming" controllers that adapt to changes in materials and process 

characteristics over time, and continually optimize nonlinear processes as well as handle 

significant levels of process noise. 

Neural networks have been successfully tested for process model identification 

(Anderson et al., 1990; Haesloop and Holt, 1990). Attempts have also been made to use 

neural networks for control (Chinnam and Kolarik, 1994; Narendra and Mukhopadhya>', 

1994). Several shortcomings of neural networks limit their control applications. The 

backpropagation leaming algorithm requires gradient information about the search space. 

For some problem domains, such as reinforcement leaming, gradient information is 

unavailable or costly to obtain (Whitley et al., 1993). Most networks in supervised 

leaming use feed-forward networks with sigmoidal transfer fimctions or radial basis 

functions. These choices make gradient information relatively easy to obtain, but if more 

complex transfer neurodes, such as product neurodes, are used, or if fully recurrent 

networks are trained, then computing gradient information becomes far more costly 

(Schaffer et al., 1992). The backpropagation leaming algorithm cannot be used for direct 

control of a nonlinear process with an unknown model since the process dynamics are 

unknown and cannot be used to generate the desired partial derivative (Narendra and 

Parthasarathy, 1990). Even if the process model has been identified, a neural network 

controller will risk convergence to local optimal solutions, because, during the weight 

optimization, the search begins with a single point in the search space and therefore, has a 

high risk of getting stuck at a local minima or maxima (Chinnam, 1994). This 

"suboptimization" will not be a drawback if the solution space is unimodal but advanced 

manufacturing systems are typically complex, resulting in the solution space being 
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multimodal. Hence, using a neural network to control such processes will not alw a\ s 

result in efficient control. 

Another approach to implementing neural networks for process control resides in 

the category of inverse control. The inverse method uses the system state as the input 

vector to the network and the control signal of the plant as the function being leamed. 

The network trains on the system input-output pairs until it learns to map the inverse 

plant dynamics. Once the network has been successfully trained to mimic the plant 

inverse, it can be used to predict the appropriate control signal from the measured plant 

states and the desired plant state. A major limitation of plant inverse identification occurs 

when the plant inverse is not uniquely defined. This occurs for a plant when more than 

one input vector u exists that corresponds to one output vector^. In such cases, the 

neural network modeling the plant inverse attempts to map a single input j to one of the 

many target responses «,, 1/2,... It may be that the eventual mapping leamed would 

somewhat tend to average the more than one desired u values (Zurada, 1992). 

Evolutionary computation techniques are used in conjunction with neural networks to 

overcome these limitations. 

Instead of using a neural network to both, identify and control the process, the 

prototype retains the neural network identification, but has an evolutionary qualit>' 

controller. The main idea in integrating neural networks with evolutionary computation 

is to use the strength of each one collectively and overcome each ones limitation with the 

other. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

PROTOTYPE DESCRIPTION 

The prototype, named IntelliControl, addresses zero defects product quality b\ 

monitoring product characteristics and modifying, in real-time, the production process 

itself It consists of two main modules: an identifier module that extracts the relationship 

between the production variables and the quality measures and a control module that 

generates the control action (in order to achieve the target quality requirements). Figure 

8.1 shows the schematic overview of the prototype. 

The target quality parameters are obtained by converting the customers' demands 

into technical specifications and requirements within the existing equipment capabilit>. 

The inputs to the process and the identifier module consist of the control inputs and any 

measurable, but not manipulatable, inputs (design parameters). Identification and control 

are done in real time. At each time step, the neural network identifier is updated to keep 

up with the process dynamics. A flow chart for the control algorithm is shown in Figure 

8.2. The identifier module is first trained on any available input output data or by using a 

simulation of the process. This off-line leaming helps pretune the control system and 

hence reduce startup oscillations. 

When using neural networks for process identification, the model stmcture is 

represented by the network architecture and topology (i.e., the number of la\ers. the 

number of nodes per layer, the node connectivity, etc.). The identification problem 

therefore involves determining appropriate network weights so that the network fits the 

existing input-output data. 

After training, the identifier module is connected to the actual process. For each 

time step of the production process, a prediction of the process output is made using the 

neural network identifier. The performance evaluator calculates the identification error 

by comparing the predicted output with the actual process output. The identification error 

is used to update the network by modifying its weights using the back propagation 

algorithm. A copy of the identified process model (in the form of the neural network) in 
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the current state is then sent to the evolutionary controller. The control module performs 

an evolutionary search to generate the best control action. 

The evolutionary search begins with a randomly generated population of feasible 

control actions. Each individual control action is then fed to the neural network model of 

the process and a prediction of the process output made. Based on the closeness of the 

predicted output to the target or desired quality output variable, the individual is assigned 

a fitness value. The lower the error (square of the difference between the predicted and 

the target output), the higher the fitness. Individuals are then ranked based on their 

fitness and parents are selected for the next generation. The individuals with higher 

fitness have a higher probability of being selected as parents than individuals with lower 

fitness. Reproduction of the parents using the mutation operator results in a new 

population of solutions that have a higher overall fitness than the previous generation. 

The search continues from generation to generation until the stop criterion is reached. 

The overall fittest individual is designated the best control action. 

The best control action generated by the control module is used as the inputs to the 

process in the next step of operation. As before, the same inputs are provided to the 

identifier and a prediction of the process outputs for the next time step is made. This 

cycle of updating the process model, generating a new control action, and providing the 

process and the process identifier with the new inputs continues until the process is 

stopped. 

8.1 Identifier Module Description 

The neural network identifier is provided with all known and measurable inputs 

(controllable and uncontrollable variables) that the production process receives as input. 

From the given inputs, the network generates a set of outputs. The network weights are 

adjusted, in real-time, to minimize the error between the network's predicted output and 

the output from the actual production process. Figure 8.3 describes the setup for the 

identification of a typical multivariable dynamic process. The first step in the design 
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process is to select the input and output variables according to the mles and criteria 

provided in section 3.1. The production process in Figure 8.4 is a two input, two output 

process whose dynamics is given by 

yiO = fMt -l),y2it -\),u,(t),u,{t -\),u,(t).u,it -l),u,{t -2)] (8.1) 

where y(t) is the vector of outputs. 

The network must have two output layer nodes to represent each of the two outputs 

and seven input nodes to represent the two inputs and two outputs with their 

corresponding time lags. The number of hidden layers and the number of nodes in each 

of them is left to the discretion of the operator. Once the network topology is established, 

it is started off with random weights and a prediction of the process output vector is 

made. At each time step, while the actual process receives the inputs w,(0 and u^{t). the 

network receives the same inputs and, in addition, also receives the required input and 

output lag terms. A series-parallel model, in which the output of the actual process 

(rather than the identification process) is fed back into the identification model, is used. 

Hence, past values of the input and the output of the process form a part of the input 

vector to the neural network whose output corresponds to the estimate of the plant output 

at any instant of time. There is an important advantage of using the series-parallel model 

over a parallel model in which the past values of the network's input and output form a 

part of the network's input vector. Assuming that the process is bounded-input-bounded-

output (BIBO) stable, all inputs to the neural network are bounded when using a series-

parallel model. In contrast, if a parallel model is used, the stability of the neural network 

is not guaranteed even though the actual process will be stable. 

As discussed in section 3.1, if there are inputs to the actual process that affect the 

process outputs and can be measured but not manipulated, they should be included in the 

identification model. Examples of such inputs are raw material characteristics such as 

moisture content, texture, viscosity, etc. If the example process in Figure 8.3 had, say, 

one such input, then the neural network identifier would have to consist of an additional 

input node. The difference between the predicted output vector y{t) and the actual 

output vector y(t) is calculated. This error e{t) is then used in the backpropagation 
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algorithm (as described in Section 5.2.2) to adjust the weight vectors along a negati\ e 

gradient. The sum of squares of the differences between the predicted outputs r ,(r) . 

3)2(0 and their corresponding actual outputs y^{t). y-^(t) is calculated as the error. 

8.2 Control Module Description 

The control design problem consists of finding the best set of control parameters 

that will result in the production process generating the required closed-loop qualit\ 

control performance. The control goal is to minimize the error between the output 

predicted by the neural network process model (using the best control action) and the 

target product quality parameters. This goal can be stated as: 

^ = >Vi[y.(0-7;(0]' + >V2[>^2(0-r2(0]'+...+>v„[>;,(0-7;(0]' (8.2) 

where y^it), y2(\), ..., y^{t) are the outputs predicted by the identifier network; 

Ti, T2, ..., r^ are the corresponding target quality outputs; and w,, Wj w„ are the 

weights associated with the corresponding errors. 

At each time step, the evolutionary control module receives a copy of the plant's 

input-output mapping as represented by the neural network identifier. Figure 8.4 shows 

the details of the control module. The control module begins with a population of 

individual solution vectors that are generated randomly from the range specified by the 

user. Each solution vector is fed to the identifier and a prediction of the output is made. 

Based on the control goal criterion stated in Equation 8.2, the individual solution is 

assigned a fitness value. The lower the value of J, the higher the fitness value. After the 

entire population is evaluated, the fitness values aid in the selection of parents for the next 

generation. Two types of parent selection procedures are available to the user: plain best 

selection and stochastic selection. 

8.2.1 Plain Best Parent Selection 

All individuals are ranked according to their fitness and the indi\ iduals with the 

highest fitness are selected as parents. The degree of randomness introduced into a 
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population is ver\' small. Random mutation maintains the di\ersit> of the population. 

This method of parent selection resuhs in smaller and smaller amounts of the search 

space being explored as the number of generations increase. The plain best selection 

method is best suited to unimodal solution spaces. As the search progresses, all the 

individuals rapidly converge to the single maxima or minima. The probability of 

generating an individual far from the maxima or minima becomes increasingly smaller as 

the number of generations increase. The advantage is that since the search is mosth 

limited to a small area of the solution space, the final solution achieved is \er\ precise. 

8.2.2 Stochastic Parent Selection 

Each indi\ idual's fitness is compared to those of a fixed number (specified b\ the 

user) of randomly chosen competitors. The individuals with, looseK. the most wins, are 

selected as parents. A win occurs when the indi\ idual's fitness is either equal to or 

higher than the competitor's. Selecting a precise number of parents necessitates that 

some individuals with the minimum number of wins qualifying for parenthood be 

excluded arbitrarily. An individual does not compete with itself and a particular 

competitor may be faced more than once (i.e., we draw competitors with replacement). 

Thus, only the worst competitor is certain to have less wins than number of competitors. 

The parents are placed given the lowest indices in the population. 

The stochastic method introduces a higher degree of randomness into the selection 

procedure. Individuals with low fitness values have an increased probability (as 

compared to the plain best selection method) of being selected as parents. When 

compared to the plain selection method, this method allows a better search of the solution 

space in terms of the area covered but has a lower preciseness of the final solution. 

Stochastic selection is useful when the solution space is complex with a large number of 

maxima and minima and it is imperative to find the global solution. 

After a fixed number of parents have been selected, offspring are produced by 

means of asexual methods. The number of offspring that each parent individual can 
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produce is determined by its relative fitness. The number of offspring each parent is 

allowed is proportional to the parent's fitness relative to the range in fitness. Given that 

the minimum offspring each parent must have is N^^^, the maximum number of offspring 

each parent can have is A^̂ ,,, the fitness of the parent under consideration is F,„„,„,. the 

highest fitness among the parents is Ff̂ ,̂, and the lowest fitness among the parents is 

F̂ orst. the following equation is used to calculate the number of offspring. 

Extra offspring = ^-^ ^ A^^urren,—fWwi 
(F - F ) 

Number of offspring = Extra offspring + N^^^. (8.3) 

The mutation operator is used to generate new individuals. The parent vector is 

slightly perturbed by adding a standard normally distributed random \ ariable to each of 

its components. The perturbations are distributed normally with zero mean and a fixed 

standard deviation. The population size is maintained constant by stopping the 

production of new individuals once the required size has been achieved. The process of 

evaluating each individual to assign fitness and generating offspring continues for a fixed 

number of generations. In order to prevent the loss of the best individual in any 

generation, the elitist selection heuristic is employed. This heuristic simply retains the 

individual with the highest fitness in a population. At the end of the evolutionary 

process, the best individual of the last generation is used as the solution to the control 

generation problem. This vector is used as the new input to the process and also as the 

input to the neural network identifier. 

8.3 Prototype Application Program 

IntelliControl was developed using Visual C++ in the Windows 95 environment. 

The program is intensely object-oriented. Classes were constmcted for each conceptual 

object and these objects were created as and when required. The form view type of 

application was chosen to provide a viable user interface. 
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8.3.1 User Interface 

When the application is mn, the user is presented with an interface screen 

containing instmctions and edit boxes to enter values for different parameters. Menus 

and icons at the top of the interface screen are provided to perform standard operations 

like File-Open, File-Save, etc. Shortcut keys are also indicated in the menu. The w indow 

consists of five major units: 

1. A group box containing the static and edit controls for the neural network 

parameters. 

2. A group box containing the static and edit controls for the evolutionary 

parameters. 

3. A group box containing static and edit controls and a list box for the process 

information. 

4. A progress indicator. 

5. An OK button. 

The user is given a choice of up to 3 hidden layers for the neural network. The 

number of nodes for each layer may be entered in the edit boxes provided. The user also 

has the option of entering values for the leaming rate, the momentum coefficient, and the 

number of training steps desired. Similarly, the user may enter the desired values for the 

population size and the number of generations. A list box allows the user to select the 

type of parent selection: plain best or stochastic. An edit box is also provided for the 

user to enter the desired number of competitors for stochastic selection. The process 

information box allows the user to select the process to be controlled from a list control 

and an edit control allows the user to specify the number of control steps desired. Default 

values are provided for all parameters. The default values provided have been selected 

after rigorous use of the IntelliControl on various types of processes. The novice user can 

use the default values, as they work reasonably well for most processes. However, the 

knowledgeable user is advised to change the default values to appropriate values as called 

for by the particular type of process being controlled. 
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After values have been entered for all parameters and the process to be controlled 

has been selected, the user clicks on the OK button provided at the bottom of the dialog 

box. This begins the execution of the identification and the control of the process. After 

identification, a real-time plot of the process outputs is made and displayed on the bottom 

of the screen, simultaneously with the control operation. Figure 8.5 shows the 

appearance of the user interface after the necessary changes to the parameters ha\'e been 

made and the process has been mn. 

8.3.2 Program code 

The application was developed as an executable MFCAppWizard using Microsoft® 

Visual C++^^ version 4.0. The multiple document type application was created on a 

Win32 platform. The AppWizard created a docking toolbar, an initial status bar, printing 

and print preview, context-sensitive Help, and 3D controls. The file extension nne", 

standing for neural networks and evolutionary computation, was chosen for the files 

created by the application. The App Wizard also created the classes CintellicontrolApp, 

CMainFrame, CChildFrame, CIntellicontrolDoc, and CIntellicontrolView. An 

implementation file and a header file were automatically created for each of these classes. 

The base class type CFormView was selected for the class CIntellicontrolView so that the 

client area is laid out by a dialog template resource. The About Intellicontrol dialog box 

was modified to reflect the current version and a new icon was created to be displayed in 

the dialog. Along with the classes, App Wizard created a dialog template resource 

(screen) which was named Intellicontrol. This dialog provided the basis for the main 

interface between the application program and the user. Edit and static text controls were 

added appropriately to enable data exchange. The neural network parameters, 

evolutionary computation parameters, and the process parameters were separated using 

group boxes. List boxes were added wherever selection from a list was to be made. A 

progress indicator was created to hold the progress bars. A part of the form was left 
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empty for a later display of the plot of the process outputs. After constmction of the 

skeleton user interface, writing of the source code began. 

Appendix A provides the definitions of the global variables used in the source code. 

Object-oriented techniques were utilized during the entire application development 

process. Classes were first constmcted for the smallest elements such as, the neuron of a 

network, the individual in a population, and a data point (consisting of an input and 

output) from one time period of the process operation. Following this, classes for larger 

objects, such as the network, the process, etc. were created. These objects utilized 

instances of the smaller objects. For example, a neural network object was created by 

first constmcting the required number of neurons and then providing connections 

between them. Appendix B shows source code for some of the essential class header files 

and implementation files. 

In the final stage of coding, extensive code was written for data exchange through 

the user interface, simulation of processes, identification using constmcted neural 

networks, and generation of control actions using populations of individuals. Code was 

also written for the real-time plot of the process output during the control operation. 

Appendix C shows the header and implementation files for the class CIntellicontrolView, 

through which most of the application's operations were controlled. 
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CHAPTER IX 

PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING 

various Before the prototype development began, research was done with 

evolutionary computation techniques. These techniques were explored in terms of their 

strengths, weaknesses, and feasibility with respect to control applications (English, 1994: 

Haiduk, et. al., 1995). Simultaneously, research was also done with neural networks 

(Oldham, 1995). The tentative results obtained from these preliminary explorations, 

combined with the motivating reasons stated in Chapter VII, prompted the design and 

development of IntelliControl. 

Early research included using evolutionary computation techniques to control a 

dynamic, imstable process - the cart-pole system, in real-time."* Figure 9.1 shows the 

configuration of the cart-pole system. Basically, the cart and pole can be considered as a 

trolley that moves in the plane of a track and upon which is mounted a hinged in\ erted 

pendulum. The control goal was to keep the pole as vertical as possible, and the cart 

within the bounds of the track. A bang-bang control of either a right or left force of one 

Newton was applied. The mathematical representation of the dynamics of the cart-pole 

system is given by: 

(m+mJgsm(Q(t))-cosiQ(t))[F(t) + mJ(Q'{t)y- sin(e(/))] 
e"(0 = (4 / 3)(m^ +mjl- m^l cos'(9(0) 

F(t) + mm '(t)f sin(e(r)) - e "(0 cos(e(r))] 
x"it) = ; ^ (9.1) 

(m^+mj 

where, 

9(^) = pole angle with vertical at time / (radians) 

0 '(t) = angular velocity (radians/sec) 

x(t) = cart position at time t (meters) 

x'(t)^ cart velocity (meters/sec) 

" Control of the cart-pole system using evolutionary techniques has been attempted before (see 
Fogel, 1995) using different cart-pole dynamics. Some notations have been borrowed from Fogel, 1995. 
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F{t) = force applied to the cart at time t (Newton) 

m^ = mass of the cart (1.0 Kg) 

m^ = mass of the pole (0.1 Kg) 

/ = length of the pole (0.5 meters) 

g = gravitational constant (9.8 meters/sec'). 

For evolutionary control, the cart-pole system model was represented as: 

M^)yiit) = B,(q)u(t) + q(q)e,{t) + D,(q)y2it) and 

A {q)y2 (t) = B2 iq)u{t) + Q (q)e2 (t) + D2 {q)y, (t) (9.2) 

where, AiqlA^iq^B^iqlB^iq^C^iqlC^iqlD^iq), and D^iq) are polynomials in a 

shift operator q~^, y^{t) and j^2(0 represent the pole and cart positions, respectively. u(t) 

represents the single-force input to the system, and e^(t) and Cjit) represent 

discrepancies between the true system and the hypothesized models. A population of 50 

models was randomly constructed. Each individual model was evaluated based on how 

well it fit past data. The fittest individual models were allowed to reproduce. The best 

individual in each generation was used to generate the control action for the next time 

step. A failure of the system was said to have occurred if either the pole angle exceeded 

±12 degrees (0.21 radians) or the cart hit one of the ends of the track (±2.4 meters). The 

simulation was begun from a randomly generated location close to the target position and 

allowed to continue for 2,000 time steps (0.02 seconds each). 

The evolutionary controller was able to keep the cart and pole system from going 

out of control for the entire simulation. During the simulation, the cart position did not 

deviate more than 0.004 meters from the center and the pole did not deviate more than 

0.005 radians. The results for a typical set of 200 time steps is presented in Figure 9.2. 

These results, although very promising in terms of evolutionary techniques' ability for 

control purposes, showed that evolutionary methods are very expensive in terms of 

computation time, especially if used for both identification and control of a system. As 

neural networks have their own limitations when used for control purposes (please see 

Chapter 7), it seemed reasonable to combine neural networks with evolutionary 
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techniques. At this stage of the research, the framework for identification and control of 

dynamic, nonlinear, multivariable processes was developed. This prototype framework 

retained neural networks for identification, but had an evolutionary quality controller. 

The idea was to simultaneously take advantage of neural networks' universal function 

approximation property, and evolutionary techniques' ability to find global solutions. 

9.1 Optimizer Testing 

The next stage of research involved constructing as separate entities, an 

evolutionary optimizer and a neural network process identifier. Work began with the 

development of the evolutionary optimizer in a Visual C++ environment. A user 

interface was created so that the user could suggest values for various evolutionary 

computation parameters (such as number of generations, population size, etc.) and the 

results of the search could be presented to the user on the screen. The optimizer was 

tested for its ability to find global solutions on various test surfaces. Four of these 

surfaces and their contour plots are presented in Figures 9.3 - 9.6. The mathematical 

representations and descriptions of the four functions that generated these surfaces are as 

follows: 

Function 1 

z = sin(jc ̂ ) + cos(xy). (9.3) 

Maximums = 2.0 

Minimum JC = -2.0 

Maximum >̂  = 2.0 

Minimum 3̂  = -2.0 

The global maxima is z = 2.0, and it is located at x=\.2,y = 0; and aXx =-\.2,y = 0. 

Function 1 forms a very simple surface, consisting of just two peaks, each of which 

contains the global optimal solution. The global optimal on this surface would very 

likely be easy to find using almost any search technique, single point or population based 

and gradient descent based or stochastic methods. 
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Function 2 

z = -lx(x^ + 2y^ -0.3cos(37cjc)-0.4cos(47r>^) + 0.7). (9.4) 

Maximum x = 1.0 

Minimum jc = -1.0 

Maximum j^= 1.0 

Minimum 3̂  = -1.0 

The global maxima is z = 0.0, and it is located at x = 0,y = 0. 

Function 2 is the Bohachevsky function borrowed from Fogel (1995). It has a more 

complex surface than Function 1. The surface is made up of several peaks but the global 

maxima exists on only one of the peaks. This function does not lend itself to be searched 

as easily as Function 1. Gradient descent based techniques could easily get stuck at one 

of the many local optimal points. 

Function 3 

z = -\x(x^ +2y^ -0.3(cos(37uc)cos(47r>;)) + 0.3). (9.5) 

Maximum x= 1.0 

Minimum x = -1.0 

Maximum >̂ = 1.0 

Minimum >' = -1.0 

The global maxima is z = 0.0, and it is located at x = 0,y^O. 

Function 3 is another Bohachevsky function borrowed from Fogel (1995, p. 170). 

Like Function 2, it has several peaks and troughs but its surface perturbations are not as 

easily distinguishable. The global maxima exists on only one of the peaks. On this 

surface, most search techniques will have a higher chance of getting stuck at one of the 

many local optimal points. Because there is little difference in the heights of the various 

peaks on the surface, unless the search algorithm allows a greater exploration of the 

search space, the chances of converging on one of the local maximas is high. This is 

especially true for techniques that do not use heuristics to jump out of a local maxima. 

But since, prospective solutions of evolutionary techniques are not bound b\' the walls of 
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the peaks or troughs, they are more likely to find extremely good solutions, if not the true 

global solution. 

Function 4 

z = x^ +2y^ -0.3(tan(37rx) + cos(47r> )̂) + 0.3. (9.6) 

Maximum x = 0.2 

Minimum x = 0.0 

Maximum >̂  = 0.2 

Minimum ;y; = 0.0 

The global maxima is z = 81,672 (approximate), and is located at JC = 0.1667. 

Function 4 has an almost flat surface in most of the region but in the vicinity of JC = 

0.16 to X = 0.17, it has a deep trough (depth of about 641 units) and an adjacent elevation 

that reaches up to about 81, 673 units. The fact that at x = 0.16625, the elevation is 317 

units and at x = 0.16667, the elevation is about 81,672 units, gives an idea about how 

steep the elevation is. Since the surface area to the left of the critical region is higher than 

the surface area to the right, the chances that the search begins on the flat surface on the 

left is much higher. For a search technique using a gradient descent method to be able to 

find the maxima, the search must begin to the right of the critical region (i.e., x must be 

greater than about 0.17). Otherwise, as can be observed from Figure 9.6, the valley will 

prevent the search to continue to the right and will, therefore, restrict the search to the 

region on its left. Other techniques, such as simulated annealing and tabu search, that 

utilize heuristics to escape from local extrema, do have a better chance of finding the 

global solution. But, they still might have a difficult search because the potential 

solutions might wander aimlessly on the flat region unless the search begins in the 

vicinity of the critical region. Evolutionary techniques perform much better on such 

surfaces because they employ a population of potential solutions thus increasing the 

chances of being in the vicinity of the critical region. Also, once the region containing 

the maxima is located, all individuals tend to converge to that area, and the efficiency of 

the search increases. 
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The red dot on each surface in Figures 9.3 - 9.6 indicates the approximate optimal 

value generated by the optimizer after an evolutionary search. The optimizer's 

performance was evaluated not only in terms of it's ability to find the global solution, but 

also for consistency in the optimal value generated. Repetitive testing of an algorithm on 

a particular problem gives a measure of how consistent the algorithm's performance is. 

This is an important characteristic that reflects on the reliability of an algorithm. Results 

were obtained for each of the two different parent selection techniques: plain best, and 

stochastic selection. Each search took place over 30 generations with a population of 150 

individuals in each generation. The mutation variance was set at 0.002. The number of 

parents was equal to 20, with the maximum and minimum number of offspring allowed 

for each being equal to 10 and 1 respectively. For the stochastic selection method, the 

number of competitors was set equal to 25. 

9.2 Analysis and Discussion of Results from Testing the Optimizer 

The results from testing the optimizer on the four functions using the plain best 

selection method and the stochastic selection method are presented in Table 9.1 and 

Table 9.2, respectively. The search was performed 10 times on each function for each of 

the two selection methods. The average, maximum, and minimum values are presented 

for each function. For Function 1, both the selection methods performed very well, 

although plain best selection method had a better average. All the results were 

consistently close to the global optimal value of 2.0, although it was found more often by 

the plain best selection method than the stochastic method. This is to be expected 

because the search surface is very simple (it has only two peaks and both contain the 

global optimal). On such a surface, an individual with a higher fitness than another is 

sure to be on the right path to the global solution. The best selection method's more fit 

individuals always get a better chance of reproducing and they only get better from 

generation to generation. Whereas, in the stochastic method, the more fit individuals do 
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not always have a higher probability of being parents. The stochastic selection method, 

although slower, will eventually find the global solution. 

Functions 2 and 3 are both similar in structure and both have the global optimal 

value of 0.0. Both the selection methods again gave consistently good results for both 

functions, although the stochastic method performed slightly better on Function 3. This 

could be attributed to the fact that Function 2 has better defined peaks (i.e., there are large 

differences in the elevation of neighboring peaks). The plain best selection method does 

not search the surface as thoroughly as the stochastic method. If in any generation, the 

only hill with the global optima is missed (i.e., there is no individual on that hill)-this is 

more likely with Function 3-the stochastic method has a better chance of relocating it 

than the plain best method. 

On Function 4, the performance of the plain best method was much better. The 

reason being that once a few individuals have been located on the right side of the critical 

region, there is no need to give weaker individuals a higher probability of succeeding. 

Doing so will only slow down the search. Regarding consistency, although the solutions 

do not appear to be consistent, they are very good solutions considering the extreme 

steepness of the surface containing the global optimal solution. 

Although Tables 9.1 (a) and 9.1 (b) show the results from using the same 

parameters for all functions, other searches were performed on the various surfaces using 

different parameters. It was observed that better and more consistent results were 

obtained for Function 4 with a mutation variance of 0.005 instead of 0.05. The smaller 

variance prevented the offspring of good parents from straying too far and hence 

achieving better results. The mutation variance of 0.05 yielded better results on 

Functions 2 and 3, perhaps because it allowed a better exploration of the search space and 

hence locating the peak containing the global maxima. 

As mentioned earlier, all the searches took place with the same fixed values of 

evolutionary parameters. Two important points need to be made here: (1) Different 

surfaces demand different evolutionary computation parameters. For example, 

multimodal surfaces can be better searched with a larger population size and a larger 
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number of generations. Depending on how densely packed the hills on the surface are. 

different values of mutation variance give different results. A priori knowledge about 

the surface can help select better values for the parameters. (2) Due to the limitation of 

computmg power, small values were used for the number of generations and the 

population size. Most of the literature dealmg with the use of evolutionary techniques as 

optimizers, use much larger values. For example, population sizes of 1,000 (Braun and 

Weisbrod, 1993) and number of generations equaling 336 (Fogel, 1995) have been used. 

With the availability of higher computing power, more flexibility with parameter 

selection can be achieved. 

9.3 Identifier Testing 

After obtaining satisfactory results fi-om the evolutionary optimizer, the neural 

network process identifier was developed. Again, the code was written using Visual 

C++. A user interface allowed the user to specify values for neural network parameters. 

Testing of the identification module progressed from simple to more complex processes. 

Representing the control or process input at time t as u{t) and the output at time t as y(t). 

the six processes identified are represented by difference equations and described as 

follows. 

Process I 

y(t) = 0.2y(t -1) + 0.4y(t - 2) + f[u(t)] (9.7) 

where 

/(w) = 0.3sin(7rM) + 0.1 sin(37rw) + 0.2sin(27rw). (9.8) 

This is a second-order process whose output is a combination of a linear function of two 

past outputs and a nonlinear function of the current input. The control input was 

generated by using the equation 

u{t) = sm(nt 1250). (9.9) 

This input was provided to both the actual process and the network model. The initial 

state of the output was zero. A plot of the identification process for 500 time steps is 
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shown in Figure 9.7. The network was able to identify the process almost immediateh 

and was able to keep up with the process at all time steps. 

Process II 

y(t) = 0.02y{t -1) - 0.003^^ - 2) + I91u(t) + O.OSuit -1). (9.10) 

This process is a second order single-input single-output process. The output is a linear 

function of two past output and the current and a past control input. The control input 

was randomly generated from a uniform distribution in the range [-1,+lJ. The initial state 

of the output was equal to zero. Figure 9.8 shows the plot of the identification process for 

a typical 200 time steps. 

Process III 

As testing progressed, more complex processes were identified. The third process 

chosen is a multivariable process. It is a 2 input-2 output water bath system shown in 

Figure 9.9. The two controls are heaterl (wj) and heater2 (wj)? ^nd the two quality 

variables are temperature in the upper layer (y,) and temperature in the lower la> er (Vj) of 

the water bath. The discrete time model of this system is given by' 

;/i(O = 0.492w,(O+ 0.085^2(0 +0.41 l:^,(r-l) + 0.634>^.(/-l) (9.11a) 

>;2(0 = 0.041wi(/)+ 0.237^2(0 +0.103>;i(r-l) + 0.885>^2(^-l)- (91 lb) 

Both the control inputs were randomly generated from uniform distributions in the 

range [-1, +1]. Initial states of the outputs were equal to zero. Figure 9.10 shows the plot 

of the process and the identifier model outputs for the last 200 time steps of training from 

a total of 3,000 time steps. 

Process IV 

The fourth process chosen is one whose output is a combination of the control input 

and a nonlinear function of past outputs. It is represented by the difference equation 

y(t + \) = f[y{t),y(t-\)] + u(t) (9.12) 

where 

This process has been adapted from a simulation example presented b\ Omatu, et. al.. 1996, p. 59. 
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The control input to this process was a uniformly distributed random number in the range 

[-2, 2]. The initial states of the outputs were equal to zero. For identification of Process 

IV a series-parallel model governed by the difference equation 

y{t + \) = N[y(t), y(t -1)] + u(t) (9.14) 

was used. Equation (9.9) implies that the function of the past outputs, shown in Equation 

(9.8), was identified by the network and the predicted process output was. therefore, the 

sum of the network output and the current input. This alludes to a process where partial 

information is available. That is, it is assumed that knowledge exists about the process 

output being a combination of the current input and an unknown nonlinearity of the past 

outputs. The identification was performed in real-time for 1,000 time steps.^ The results 

from 100 time steps from this identification are shown in Figure 9.11. As the plot shows, 

the network was able to keep up with the process' dynamics, follow the process trend, 

and identify the process with reasonably small error. 

Process V 

The fifth process used to test the identifier module's effectiveness is a complex 

multivariable process. Figure 9.12 shows the schematic diagram of a stirred tank reactor 

process whose discretized model for a sampling time of 0.01 minutes is gi\en by' 

0.0952z"^ 0.0498Z"' 
y^it) 

y2(n 
1-0.9048Z"' 1-0.99-"^ 

0.0198z~' 0.0494r"' 
«,(0 
"2(0 

(9.15) 

.1-0.9802Z"' 1-0.9753-"' 

where the manipulated variables M,(0 and Ujit) are the feed flow rate and the flow of the 

coolant in the jacket, respectively. The controlled variables y^(t) and>^2(0 are the effluent 

concentration and the reactor temperature respecti\ ely. Both inputs «,(/) and ^2(0 '̂̂ ere 

limited to the range [0, 1.7]. Figure 9.13 shows the results from identifying this two input 

* All testing was done for 1000 time steps or more but for the sake of clarity, lesser data points ha\ e 
been used in the plots. 

' Adapted from an example process described by Camacho and Bordons (1995). 
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two output process for 200 time steps. Again, the network was able to follow the trends 

of both the outputs and identify the process with very small errors. 

Process VI 

The last process used was a nonlinear process whose difference equation 

representation is (Pham and Xing, 1995) 

Like process IV, the output of process VI is a combination of past outputs and inputs but 

unlike the identification of process IV, no assumptions of a priori information about the 

process being available were made. That is, the identifier network was trained to leam 

the nonlinearities from both, the past outputs and the inputs, thus making it a more 

difficult identification and control problem than that of process IV. The input variable 

u{t) was a uniformly distributed random number from the interval [-2.0 to 2.0], and the 

initial state of the output variable >'(0 was zero. The network was trained for 13,000 time 

steps. Figure 9.14 shows the results of the last 200 time steps of the identification 

operation. As the plot shows, the network was able to follow the general trends of the 

process behavior. 

9.4 Analysis and Discussion of Results from Testing the Identifier 

An extensive literature review revealed that there is no one good method to 

measure the performance of the identifier. Different authors use different measures. A 

measure may be suitable for one kind of process and not for another. Since the six 

processes used in this study varied in terms of the number of lag terms, the degree of 

nonlinearity, the number of variables involved, etc., it was decided to use more than one 

performance measure for all the six processes. The following three measures were 

chosen: 
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1. Average Absolute Error. The average absolute error gives an estimate of the error per 

data point. The error being the difference between the process output and the 

identifier model output. 

2. Average Relative Variance (ARV). The ARV measure (Logar, 1992) is given b\ : 

2_^ {target, - prediction, f 
ARV = -^-^^ - ^ (9.17) 

2^{target,-mean) 
t 

where targett is the process output at time /; predictionf is the model output at time /; and 

mean is the average of all the process outputs. Advantages of the ARV are that it is 

independent of the size of the data set and of the dynamics range of the data (Logar, 

1992). 

3. Relative Error. The relative error is defined as (Zhu and Backx, 1993) 

1 ^ 

Relative Error = —f (9.18) 

where N is the total number of data points; e{t) is the output error; andXO is the process 

output at time t. The relative error measure gives the average error as a percentage of the 

average process output. Zhu and Backx (1993) state that for a large class of industrial 

processes errors less than thresholds of 10% and 20% are suitable for purposes of 

feedback controller design. 

Identifications of all the six processes were carried out with the same values for 

network parameters. The leaming rate was equal to 0.15, the momentum coefficient was 

equal to 0.5, two hidden layers were used with ten and five nodes in the first and second 

layers respectively. The slope of the logistic function (please refer to Equation (5.2)) was 

set at 0.9. Table 9.3 provides a summary of the results from the process identification 

tests on the six processes. 

The results show that all the processes, except Process VI, lent themselves to be 

easily identified. Processes I through V obtained extremely good values for relative error 

and average relative variance. The relative error for these processes were all less than 
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5%, making the models very much suitable for use in control applications. It is to be 

noted that Equations (9.12) and (9.13) are the same except for the mean term in the 

denominator of Equation (9.12). Hence, when this term equals zero or has a \ alue very 

close to zero, similar values may be obtained for the relative error and the average 

relative variance, as did happen for Processes I, II, and VI. Although the error for 

Process VI is high, the plot in Figure 9.14 shows that the model was able to follow the 

general trends of the process. Better identification might be achieved by increasing the 

number of training steps. 

Since the controller module's performance is entirely dependent on the 

performance of the identifier module, it is important that a satisfactory performance is 

obtamed by the identifier. In addition to the three measures described, the table also 

gives values for the minimum and maximum process output (for an idea of the dynamics 

range of the process) and the minimum and maximum absolute error (for an idea of the 

best and worst identification). For some operations, as in most manufacturing operations, 

as long as the process output does not exceed the limit, obtaining a certain control 

objective on the average is satisfactory. For such processes, the average error provides a 

good measure. But for processes such as in most nuclear power plant operations, w here it 

is more critical for the process output not to exceed limits than for the process average to 

be a certain value, the maximum error provides a better measure. 

After a thorough analysis of the results obtained from the real-time identification, 

the identifier was tested for its ability to handle noisy data. The identifier was tested on 

process I for its ability to leam the process dynamics after noise w as added to the process 

outputs. The noise was generated from a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and a 

variance of 0.1. Figure 9.15 shows a plot of the process and model outputs for Process I. 

As the plot shows, the identified model's output is \er> close to the process output. Tests 

on noisy data were carried out on all six processes with increasing amounts of noise being 

added. Table 9.4 shows the average absolute error obtained from the identification of 

each process for three different noise levels: noise variance of 0.005, noise variance of 

0.01, and noise variance of 0.1. The table also includes the average absolute error values 
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(from Table 9.3) obtained from identification of processes with no noise added. As 

expected, the average absolute error increased with the increase in noise for all processes. 

It was observed that some processes could be more noisy than the highest noise added 

(0.1 variance) and still be identified reasonably well, while others were already difficult 

to identify. For example, identification with a noise variance of 0.1 gave a relative error 

value of about 4% for Process I and a value of about 14% for process II. In contrast, a 

very high relative error value (about 43%) was obtained from the identified model of 

Process VI even before any noise was added (Table 9.3). This indicates that given a fixed 

set of neural network parameters, some processes are more amenable to identification 

than others. When using the model for control purposes, it is important to obtain low 

identification errors both by minimizing any known noise in the process and by selecting 

adequate network parameters. 

9.5 Controller Testing 

Having thus obtained satisfactory performance from both the evolutionary 

optimizer and the neural network identifier, IntelliControl's development moved on to the 

next and final stage, where the two modules were combined. The modules were put 

together according to the design described in Chapter 8. The user interface was 

developed simultaneously. The completed prototype was then tested for its ability to 

keep a process' quality output as close as possible to the set point. IntelliControl was also 

tested for hs ability to keep the process in control even after a change in set point during 

operation and for its ability to control a process with noisy data. 

Testing of the prototype controller began with process II. The objective was to keep 

the process output as close as possible to a set point of 0.3 units. The process was 

controlled for 100 time steps after training the identifier network for 5,000 time steps. 

Figure 9.16 shows the resuhs from the last 150 time steps. In the plot, the first 50 time 

steps show the process outputs produced from random control inputs, and the last 100 

time steps show the process output when the control input was provided by the control 
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module. As can be seen from the plot, the process output was maintained at the set point 

(with very small error) throughout the entire simulation. 

Next, Process III was controlled using the prototype controller. The target upper 

layer temperature was set at 20.4 units and target temperature for the lower la\'er of the 

water bath was set at 18.8 units. Figure 9.17 shows the process outputs from the 

operation in which the network was trained for 60 time steps and the process controlled 

during the next 100 time steps. As the plot shows, as soon as the control module took 

over (after time step 60), the process outputs gradually moved towards the set points and 

having reached there, they stabilized at the desired values with very small error. 

For the control of process IV, the target output was set at -0.5. The identification 

was performed as described earlier. That is, the identification model was as represented 

by equation 9.14. The identifier network was trained off-line for 2,000 time steps. 

Figure 9.18 shows the process outputs from the last five training steps and the 100 steps 

after the control module took over the generation of the control inputs. As the plot 

shows, the controller was able to maintain the process output at almost exactly the target. 

Target outputs for Process V were set at 1.0 for output 1 and 0.6 for output 2. The 

identifier network was trained for 50 time steps and controlled for 100. Figure 9.19 

shows the plot of the two process outputs for 150 time steps-the first 50 of which 

resulted from random inputs and the next 100 were the result of the inputs generated by 

the control module. As the plot shows, the outputs were maintained ver>' close to the 

target values. 

The control of Process VI yielded some surprising results. The target output w as 

set at 1.5. The network was trained for 13,000 time steps and then the process was 

controlled for 100 time steps. Figure 9.20 shows the plot of the process output \ersus the 

time steps for the 100 control steps. As the plot shows, after an initial overshoot, the 

process output was maintained at the target level for the entire control operation. This is 

surprising considering the very high error values obtained from the identification tests for 

Process VI (please refer to Table 9.3). 
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Finally, two fiirther tests were performed: (1) To study the controller's ability to 

handle a change in set point and (2) To study the ability of the controller to control a 

process with noisy data. Process II was controlled for 100 time steps (after training for 

10,000 time steps), as before, except that the target quality output was changed from 0.3 

to 0.1 after the 50'*' time step. Figure 9.21 shows the plot of the process output for the 

100 control steps. The transition from one setpoint to the other was \ery smooth. 

Process III was controlled with the setpoints for its two outputs being changed during 

operation. The identifier network was first trained for 50 time steps using random control 

inputs. From the 51" time step onwards, the setpoints were 20.2 and 18.6 for output 1 

and output 2 respectively. At time step 120, the stepoints for output 1 and output 2 were 

changed to 23.0 and 21.0, respectively. These setpoints were maintained for 50 time 

steps before the control operation was terminated. The plot of the process outputs versus 

the time steps is shown in Figure 22. Similar to the earlier control operation, with no 

change in setpoint (Figure 9.17), the process outputs first gradually moved to the initial 

setpoints and having reached there, were maintained until time step 120 when the 

setpoints were changed. Again, the process outputs gradually moved to the new setpoints 

and stabilized there. 

Process IV was controlled with two different setpoints for different time steps. The 

control operation took place over 110 time steps with the target for the first 50 time steps 

being -0.3 and the target for the remaining steps set at -0.7. Figure 9.23 shows the plot of 

the process output during the entire control operation. After an overshoot in the 

beginning, the process output is steady at the first setpoint. Then, after the 50'*' time step, 

the process output smoothly changes over to the new setpoint and is maintained there for 

the rest of the control operation. 

Process VI was then controlled with a change in setpoint. The identifier was 

trained off-line for 13,000 time steps. The process was controlled for 100 time steps. 

The setpoint for the first 50 steps was equal to 0.8 and the setpoint for the remaining 50 

steps was equal to 1.5. Figure 9.24 shows the plot of the process output versus the time 

step. The plot shows a small smooth overshoot before the process output settled down at 
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the set point of 0.8. The change over to the second setpoint of 1.5 was not so smooth. 

Although the movement to the second setpoint was quick, the overshoot at the 61'' time 

step was very large. 

An attempt was made to control Process II after adding a noise (with variance 

0.005) to its output. The training and control were performed, as before. The network 

was trained for 5,000 time steps and then the process was controlled for 100 time steps. 

The target was set at 0.3, as before. Figure 9.25 shows a plot of the last 50 training steps 

and the 100 control steps. Comparing this with Figure 9.16, we see that although the 

process output had a higher variance (due to the noise), it was maintained close to the 

target value. 

Further, while the above studies were in progress, an interesting observation was 

made during the control of Process IV. When the network was trained for 3,000 time 

steps and used for the control of Process IV with a setpoint of 1.0, the process output 

appeared to continuously oscillate about the setpoint even though the network's predicted 

values were close to the setpoint. Figure 9.26(a) shows the plot of the process output for 

150 time steps. These results seemed to indicate that the network had not been 

sufficiently trained, although, good control had been obtained earlier (Figure 9.18) with 

the same number of training steps but at a different setpoint. The control operation was 

repeated but this time, the identifier was trained for 15,000 steps instead of 3,000. Figure 

9.26(b) shows the resuhs of 100 control steps. As the figure shows, after a small 

overshoot, the output settles down at the target. 

9.6 Analysis and Discussion of Resuhs from Testing the Controller 

Table 9.5 gives a summary of the resuhs from the controller testing. The table 

shows the target or setpoint value, the mean of the process output, and the variance of the 

process output. Process IV and Process VI gave the best resuhs-the means were almost 

on target and the variance of the output about the mean was very small. Process V's 

Output 2 was better controlled than Output 1. Control of Process III resulted in the 
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outputs being slightly off target with the variances for both being higher than most of the 

other variances. Although the identification of the two multivariable processes. Process 

III and Process V, had been very successftal (Table 9.3), their controls did not yield 

correspondingly good results. This is probably due to the more complicated search 

spaces resulting from the interactions between the various variables. Better results ma> 

be obtained by performing a more thorough search (for example, by increasing the 

number of generations). In most process control applications, the objective is either to 

maintain the output at a target value with a minimum variance or to maintain the output 

close to the target value without exceeding predefined bounds. Overall, considering that 

only 15 generations of evolutionary search was performed, the results appear to be good. 

The surprisingly good control results of Process VI (Figure 9.20 and Table 9.5) 

considering its poor identification (Table 9.3) is probably due to the greater influence of 

the control input upon the process output than the other parameters. Sufficient training is 

essential for good control. As mentioned earlier, the performance of the controller is 

highly dependent on the quality of identification. As illustrated by Figures 9.26(a) and 

9.26(b), poor or good quality of control is a direct consequence of insufficient or 

sufficient training. Finally, as Figures 9.21 - 9.25 illustrate, IntelliControl appears to 

handle a change in setpoint and noisy data very well. Although, a more thorough 

investigation may be required to confirm this. 

It must be noted that it is very important for the user to set attainable targets. In 

multivariable control applications, for example, there may be combinations of target 

outputs that are impossible to attain, no matter what combination of control inputs are 

provided to the process. To understand this, consider a very simple, single input two 

output process described by 

y,{t) = u{t) 

and y2{t) = l5u{t). (9.19) 

For this process, targets of 1.0 and 4.0 for> ,̂ and> 2̂. respectively, will never be 

achieved together. It is also important for the user to be aware of any constraints on the 
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inputs and outputs. For example, in the above process, targets of 1.0 and 1.5 fory^ andy 

will not be attainable if the control input u is limited to the range 0 to 0.5. 

Sometimes, in processes with multiple quality variables, it may be more important 

to maintain certain variables at the target than others. The prototype can easily be 

modified to implement this control goal. In the current state of the prototype 

implementation, all output variables are given equal importance, i.e., the weights vv,. W2, 

etc. in the control goal criterion in Equation 8.2 are all assigned the value 1.0. But, if 

necessary, the values can be changed to reflect the importance of the output variable. 
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Figure 9.1 Configuration of the cart-pole system. 

Figure 9.2 Control of the Cart-pole System for a typical 200 steps. 
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Table 9.1 Results from testing the optimizer using the 
Best Selection method. 

Average 

Maximum 

Minimum 

Function 1 

1.99999 

2.00000 

1.99997 

1.99997 

2.00000 

1.99994 

1.99999 

1.99996 

2.00000 

1.99998 

1.99998 

2.00000 

1.99994 

Function 2 

-0.00032 

-0.00009 

0.00000 

-0.00027 

-0.00009 

-0.00005 

-0.00034 

-0.00019 

-0.00035 

-0.00004 

-0.00017 

0.00000 

-0.00035 

Function 3 | Function 4 
-0.00014 

-0.00073 

-0.00047 

-0.00019 

-0.00057 

-0.00006 

-0.00065 

-0.00017 

-0.00029 

-0.00064 

-0.00039 

-0.00006 

-0.00073 

2985.68011 

828.76050 

4208.72790 

819.02440 

1260.88091 

1682.49095 

713.69434 

1532.44708 

3826.32940 

1239.38806 

1909.74236 

4208.72790 
713.69434 

Table 9.2 Results from testing the optimizer using the 
Stochastic Selection method. 

Average 

Maximum 

Minimum 

Function 1 

1.99996 

1.99998 
1.99993 
1.99998 

1.99997 

1.99997 

1.99998 

1.99998 

1.99998 

1.99998 

1.99997 

1.99998 

1.99993 

Function 2 

-0.00002 
-0.00025 
-0.00025 

-0.00018 
-0.00060 

-0.00033 

-0.00046 
-0.00007 

-0.00037 

-0.00047 

-0.00030 

-0.00002 

-0.00060 

Function 3 

-0.00019 
-0.00004 
-0.00024 

-0.00075 
-0.00010 

-0.00022 

-0.00001 

-0.00107 

-0.00038 
-0.00001 

-0.00030 

-0.00001 

-0.00107 

Function 4 

528.24450 
742.74020 
696.18700 

646.52228 
1151.35200 

1338.44020 

761.39510 

2859.31975 

3135.05040 

1440.20717 

1329.94586 

3135.05040 

528.24450 
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Figure 9.7 Results ofreal-time identification of Process 1. 
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Figure 9.8 Resuhs ofreal-time identification of Process II. 
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Figure 9.9 Two Channel Water Bath System (Adapted from Omatu et. al, 1996). 

Figure 9.10 Resuhs ofreal-time identification of Process III. 
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Figure 9.11 Results ofreal-time identification of Process IV. 

Figure 9.12 Schematic of the stirred tank reactor. 
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Figure 9.13 Results ofreal-time identification of Process V. 
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Figiu-e 9.14 Resuhs of real-tune identification of Process VI. 
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Figure 9.15 Resuhs ofreal-time identification of Process I (with noise). 
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Figure 9.16 Resuhs ofreal-time control of Process II. 

Figure 9.17 Resuhs ofreal-time control of Process III. 
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Figure 9.18 Resuhs ofreal-time control of Process IV. 

Figure 9.19 Resuhs ofreal-time control of Process V. 
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Figure 9.20 Resuhs ofreal-time control of Process VI. 
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Figure 9.21 Resuhs ofreal-time control of Process II (muhiple setpoints) 
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Figure 9.22 Resuhs ofreal-time control of Process III (muhiple setpoints). 

Figure 9.23 Resuhs ofreal-time control of Process IV (muhiple setpoints). 
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Figure 9.24 Resuhs ofreal-time control of Process VI (muhiple setpoints). 

Figure 9.25 Control of Process II with noise (noise variance = 0.005). 
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(a) Control with insufficient training. 

(b) Control with sufficient training. 

Figure 9.26 Effect of niunber of training steps on behavior of Process IV. 
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CHAPTER X 

CONCLUSIONS 

A novel combination of neural networks and evolutionary techniques was defined, 

described, and developed, in order to address quality control problems that are difficult, if 

not impossible, to solve using tradhional methods (e.g., ill-defined, nonlinear 

product/process responses). A robust prototype quality controller that that does not 

requiTQ a priori knowledge of process models, and that can continually control the quality 

of dynamic, nonlinear, multivariable processes in real-time was successfully tested and 

demonstrated. A graphic user interface to enable quick exchange of data and information 

between the user and the prototype was designed, developed, and tested. A study of the 

feasibility of using the prototype for real-time control of complex systems was 

completed. Several simple processes were successfully controlled using the prototype. 

In each case, the input-output behavior of the process was estimated first. The 

backpropagation algorithm was used to adjust the weights of the identifier network so 

that the error between the plant output and the model output was minimized. The 

identification model was then used by the evolutionary controller to generate control 

actions that minimized the error between the predicted plant output and the target quality 

variable. The simulation results revealed a significant potential for a large class of 

dynamic and nonlinear plants to be controlled efficiently using the method suggested. 

The technology presented is domain independent and can, therefore, handle 

problems of different complexity. The control module does not rely on assumptions of 

linearity, convexity, and differentiability. Its only requirement is the ability to calculate a 

measure of the performance, which may be highly complicated and nonlinear. The two 

characteristics of domain independence and an ability to handle nonlinearity in the 

problem, make the prototype inherently robust. The robustness of the prototype is 

reflected in its successftil application on processes of varying complexities. 

Although not necessary, use of some prior knowledge of the process may enhance 

the performance of the prototype. In many cases, it may be necessary to extract as much 
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informafion as possible from available time series data. Knowledge of the order of the 

system is helpfiil so that the operator may assign the correct number of input and output 

nodes to the neural network model. It is always possible, however, to find a suitable 

network structure by using trial and error and testing the identification module on 

available past data by assuming different orders for the process. This method may 

become very tedious if the actual process is of a very high order, especially if it has 

multiple inputs and outputs. 

Prior knowledge about the problem domain may also yield additional information 

such as, the general shape of the control input search space. Such knowledge may help 

choose better evolutionary parameters, such as the mutation variance. The mutation 

variance controls how much a child differs from its parent. A search surface with very 

narrow hills and valleys may be traversed better with a small mutation variance than a 

surface with broad hills and valleys. Experience with using the prototype controller on a 

particular process may also enable a better application. For example, the user may gain 

information, such as a suitable network structure, suitable parameters for the evolutionarv 

controller, the type of parent selection that better suits the process, etc. 

The computer hardware placed strong constraints on the performance of the 

prototype. The prototype was operated with small values provided to the parameters of 

the evolutionary controller. Population sizes were limited to 150, number of generations 

was limited to 15, etc. Given an industrial application, with the availability of powerful 

computing systems, the prototype's true capability can be tested. Although using neural 

networks and evolutionary methods for control applications is more time-intensive than 

conventional control techniques, they are more accurate (due to the fact that simplifying 

assumptions are not necessary). With the current rate of technology advancement in 

parallel computing and the use of fast parallel hardware, the comparison will probably be 

highly in favor of neural networks and evolutionary computation. 
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10.1 Future Research Directions 

An obvious next step is a field application of this technology. The most important 

part of the work will be on developing an interface between the prototype and the target 

process. Since the prototype, in hs current stage of development, receives its process data 

from a simulated process, future research will involve making the necessary changes to 

the code to accept input and output data fi"om the process variables' sensors. Industrial 

applications may sometimes involve corrupted data or data with a significant amount of 

noise. Since, the technology described here learns the input-output mapping of the data 

as is (i.e., including any noise), the controller may not effectively control the process 

when the data is significantly corrupted. In such cases, it will be necessary to either 

minimize noise (by removing its cause) or to filter data (hence, minimizing the effect of 

noise). 

Regarding the limitations of the prototype, further studies are warranted. It should 

be tested for the control of more complex processes than those in the test set. For 

example, multivariable processes with more than two inputs and two outputs have not 

been tested. A more exhaustive study, by first organizing the various processes into 

categories of different degrees of complexity and then applying design of experiment 

techniques to the testing, may be performed. In the current study, all network and 

evolutionary parameters were maintained at the same levels for identification and control 

of all the processes. Although, h is apparent that different results can be obtained by 

changing the parameters. Further studies should select appropriately chosen network and 

evolutionary parameters for different categories (complexities) of processes. 

10.2 Closing Remarks 

Recently, there have been numerous discussions regarding whether statistical 

process control methods, SPC, or engineering process control, EPC, methods are better. 

Traditionally, statistical process control methods have been mostly used in discrete parts 

manufacturing. Engineering process control methods are tradhionally applied to 
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continuous processes such as those found in process and chemical industries. A deeper 

look into the objectives of both SPC and EPC reveal that they both strive for the same 

goal~to maintain the mean at the target level with minimum variation. SPC achieves this 

goal by monitoring the process outputs and eliminating the effects of special causes (of 

variation). EPC achieves this goal by compensating for deviations from the target by 

manipulating certain input variables. Based on this description, the prototype is an EPC 

tool. Its objective being, to achieve the quality of a process' output variables by 

maintaining them at the desired levels. 

There is no reason why SPC and EPC cannot be used together to improve the 

manufacturing operation. As increasing emphasis is being placed on product quality to 

stay compethive, the integration of SPC with EPC becomes more urgent. However, in 

order to be more effective in meeting more complex specifications, it is imperative to 

narrow the gap between how applied statisticians and process control engineers approach 

quality control. EPC methods make no attempt to identify and remove special causes of 

variations. They, in essence, widen the system's operating range so that performance is 

maintained despite significant failures and environmental changes. EPC cancels the 

effects of random disturbances and environmental changes by making adjustments to the 

manipulatable variables, thus passing on the variation from the output variables to the 

input variables. Significant process improvement and cost reduction may result from 

removing special causes of variation. Hence, whenever possible, it is desirable to 

integrate SPC techniques within the EPC system so that the effect of a cause of variation 

can be removed as soon as it is identified. Such a control system will not only be robust 

(by performing well despite environmental changes) but also efficient (by eliminating the 

need to unnecessarily transfer the variability from one part of the process to another). 
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APPENDIX A 

GLOBAL VARIABLES 
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Global Variables 

/* Params.h */ 

/* Contains include statements for other files and 
definitions of the global variables*/ 

#ifndefPARAMS_H 
#define PARAMS_H 

#define e 2.718281828 
#define LAMBDA 0.9 //Slope of the logistic function 
#definePI 3.142857 

#include<iostream.h> 
#include<stdio.h> 
#include<stdlib.h> 
#include<math.h> 
#include<time.h> 
#include <afxcmn.h> // Required for the progress control 

typedef double *row_wts; // Weights on a node's connections to all preceeding nodes 
typedef rowwts *wt_matrix; // A matrix of weights between two layers 
extern double **control; 

extern double LEARN_RATE; 
extern double MOMENTUM; 

extern int NUM_OF_TRAIN_DATA; 
extern int NUM_OF_CONTROL_STEPS; 
extern intNUM_GENERATIONS; 

///////////for the evolutionary program/////////////// 
extern double *low_limit; 
extern double •uplimit; 
extern double *target_vec; 
extern int numvariables; 
extern int popsize; 
extern int max_pop_size; 
extern int num_parents; 
extern int minoffspring; 
extern int maxoffspring; 
extern int numcompetitors; 
extern int parentselection; 
extern double mutationvar; 
extern long seed; 
extern int goodseed; 
extern int funct; 
///////////for the evolutionary program/////////////// 

#endif 

/* params.cpp*/ 

/• Contains values assigned to global variables •/ 

^include "params.h" 
#include "stdafx.h" 

double ••control; 
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double •upjimit; // Boundaries for the input variables 
double •lowjimit; 

double *target_vec; // Vector to hold the target outputs 

double LEARN_RATE; 
double MOMENTUM; 

int NUM_OF_TRAIN_DATA; 
int NUM_OF_CONTROL_STEPS; 
int NUM_GENERATIONS; 
int numvariables; // Used by the evolutionary program 

int popsize; 
int num_parents = 20; 
int minoffspring = 1; 
int maxoffspring =10; 
int max_pop_size = num_parents * maxoffspring; 
int numcompetitors; 
int parentselection ; //1 for plainbest, 2 for stochastic selection 

// Parameters for randl and gauss functions 
double mutationvar = 0.002; // Variance used during mutation 
long seed = -1; 
int good_seed; 

int funct; // Process ID 
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CLASS CONSTRUCTION 
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Class Construction 

/* Neuron.h */ 

// Contains the class definitions for Neuron 

#ifhdefNEURON_H 
#define NEURON_H 

class Neuron 
{ 
protected: 

//double input; 
double activation; 
double output; 
double local_grad; 

public: 
Neuron(void) { 

}; 

#endif 

void set_activation(double value); 
double get_activation(void); 
double get_output(void); 
void set_output(double value); 
double getJocal_grad(void); 
void set_local_grad(double value); 

} 

activation = 0.0; 
output = 0.0; 
local_grad = 0.0; 
// inline constructor 

/* Neuron.cpp */ 

// Class implementation for Neuron 

#include "stdafx.h" 
#ifhdefNEUR0N CPP 
#define NEURONCPP 

#include "params.h" 
#include "neuron.h" 

void Neuron: :set_activation(double value) { activation = value; } 
double Neuron::get_activation(void) {return activation; } 
double Neuron: :get_output(void) { return output; } 
void Neuron::set_output(double value) { output = value; } 
double Neuron::get_local_grad(void) {return local_grad; } 
void Neuron::set_local_grad(double value) { local_grad = value; 

#endif 

/* Ann.h */ 

// Class definition for artificial neural network (Ann) 

#ifhdefANN_H 
#defineANN H 

^include "neuron.h" 
#include "params.h" 
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#include "process.h" 

class Ann 

{ 
protected: 

int numhidjayers; // Number of hidden layers 
int num_nodes_in_layer[5]; // An array to hold the number of nodes in 

// each layer (maximum of 3 hidden layers + an input and an output) 
typedef Neuron * layer; // Layer of nodes 
layer *network; // An array of layers 

wtmatrix array_of_matrices[4]; // An array of 4 matrices. 
// There are num_hid_nodes + 1 such matrices 

wtmatrix wt_chng_matrices[4]; 

double * error; // To hold output errors 

public: 
Ann(void); // Constructor 
int read_net_params(void); 
int read_process_params(void); 
void create_wt_matrix(void); 
void create_nodes(void); 
void calc_activation(int layer, int node); 
void calc_output(int layer, int node); 
int test(FILE •, int); 
void forward_pass(double *); 
void calc_error(double *, int); 
void backward_pass(void); 
void create_wt_chng_matrix(void); 
void get_err(double *); 

} ; 

#endif 

/* Ann.cpp */ 

// Class implementation for artificial neural network (Ann) 

#include "stdafx.h" 

#ifndefANN_CPP 
#define ANN_CPP 
#include "ann.h" 
#include "process.h" 
#include "params.h" 
#include "data.h" 

Ann::Ann(void) 
{ 

int i, tmp; 
double *vec; 
read_net_params(); 
read_process_params(); // Important to come af̂ er read_net_params 
createwtmatrixO; 
create_wt_chng_matrix(); 
createnodesO; 
tmp = numnodes injayer[num_hidjayers+l]; 

vec = new double[tmp]; 
error = vec; 

// Initialize the error vector to O's 
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for(i=0; i<tmp; \++) 

{ 
error[i] = 0.0; 

} 

} 

int Ann::read_process_params(void) 

{ 
FILE •fptr; 

if( (fptr = fopen("proc_params.dat", "r+")) = NULL) 
{ 

c o u t « "Cannot open data file proc_params.dat\n"; 
return 1; 

} 

fscanf(fptr, "%d", &num_nodes_injayer[0]); 

fscanf(fptr, "%d", &num_nodes_inJayer[num_hid_layers + 1 ]); // Important to 
// read_net_params before this because numhidjayer is used here 

return 0; 

int Ann::read_net_params(void) 
{ 

FILE *fptr; 
int i; 

if( (fptr = fopen("net_params.dat", "r+")) = NULL) 
{ 

c o u t « "Cannot open data file network_params.dat\n"; 
return I; 

} 

fscanf(fptr, "%d", i&num_hid_layers); 

for( i=l; i < numhidjayers + 1; 1++) 
{ 

fscanf(fptr, "%d", &num_nodesJn_layer[i]); 
} 
return 0; 

void Ann::create_wt_matrix(void) 
{ 

inti,j , k; 
double *vector, **matrix; 

/• Seed the random-number generator with current time so that 
* the numbers will be different every time we run. 
• / 

srand( (unsigned)time( NULL )); 

for(i=0; i < num_hidjayers + 1 ; 1++) 

{ 
// Set up the rows 
matrix = new row_wts[num_nodes_in_layer[i+l]]; 
anay_of_matrices[i] = matrix; 

// Set up the columns 
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forO=0; j < num_nodesJnJayer[i+l]; j++) // for each row create columns 

vector = new double[( num_nodesJnJayer[i]+l )]; // Add 1 for bias node 
array_of_matrices[i][j] = vector; 

} 

// Inifialize all the weights (including the bias weights) to a random number 
forO=0; j < num_nodesJnJayer[i+l]; j-H-) 
{ 

for(k=0; k < num_nodes_inJayer[i] + 1; k++) 
array_of_matrices[i]|j][k] = ((double)randO * 0.02/32767 ) - 0.01; 

} 

void Ann: :create_wt_chng_matrix(void) 
{ 

inti,j, k; 
double *vector, **matrix; 

for(i=0; i < numhidjayers + 1 ; i++) 
{ 

// Set up the rows 
matrix = new row_wts[num_nodes inlayer[i+l]]; 
wt_chng_matrices[i] = matrix; 

// Set up the columns 
for(j=0; j < numnodes inlayer[i+l]; j-H-) 
{ 

vector = new double[( num_nodesinlayer[i]-i-l )]; // Add 1 for bias node 
wt_chng_matrices[i][j] = vector; 

} 

// Initialize all the weight changes (including the bias weights) to 0 
for(j=0; j < num_nodes inlayer[i-i-l]; j-i-i-) 

{ 
for(k=0; k < num_nodes_inlayer[i] -i- I; k++) 

wt_chng_matrices[i]|j][k] = 0.0; 
} 

void Ann::create_nodes(void) 
{ 

int i; 

Neuron *tmp layer, **tmp_net; 
tmpnet = new layer[num_hidjayers -i- 2]; 
network = tmpnet; 

for(i=0; i < num_hidJayers -t- 1; i++) // Excluding output layer 

tmpjayer = new Neuron[num_nodesJnlayer[i]-i-l ]; // Add 1 bias node 
network[i] = tmpjayer; 

tmpjayer = new Neuron[num_nodes_inJayer[i]]; // output layer 
network[i] = tmpjayer; 

// Set the outputs of all bias nodes to -1 
for(i=0; i < num_hidjayers -i- 1; i++) // No need to include output layer 

network[i][num_nodesjnjayer[i]].set_output(-1.0); 

> 
} 
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void Ann::calc_activation(int layer, int node) // layer is never 0, node is never bias node 
{ 

int i; 
double temp = 0.0; 
for(i=0; i < num_nodesJnlayer[layer-l]; i-t-t-) 
{ 

temp = temp -t- network[layer-l][i].get_output() • array_of_matrices[layer-l][node][i]; 
} 
temp = temp - anay_of_matrices[layer-l][node][i]; // Take the bias into account 

// i has already been 
incremented. 

// Set the activation after calculating 
network[layer][node].set_activation(temp); 

} 

void Ann::calc_output(int layer, int node) 
{ 

double temp; 

if(layer < numhidjayers -t- 1) 
{ 

temp = -1 * LAMBDA * network[layer][node].get_activationO; 
temp = pow(e, temp); 
temp = l/(l-i-temp); 

// Set the output after calculating 
network [1 ay er] [node]. set_output(temp); 

} 
else // if output layer, then use linear fiinction 
{ 

temp = network[layer][node].get_activationO; 

// Set the output after calculating 
network[layer][node].set_output(temp); 

void Ann::forward_pass(double *in_vec) 

{ 
inti,j; 

// Set input layer's activation 
for(i=0; i<num_nodesjnjayer[0]; i++) 
{ 

network[0][i].set_output(*(in_vec-(-i)); 
} 

for(i=l; i<num_hidjayers + 2; i-H-) 

{ 
for(j=0; j<num_nodesJnJayer[i]; j-H-) 
{ 

calc_activation(i, j); 

} • u . 
// After calculating an entire layer's activation, calculate outputs m that layer 

for(j=0; j<num_nodesJnJayer[i]; j-H-) 
{ 

calc_output(i,j); 
} 

} 

void Ann::calc_error(double* outvec, int data_num) 
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ifl[fiiiict = 4) 
{ 

if(data_nuni > 0) 
( 

} 
else 
{ 

} 

for(iiit i=0; i<num_nodes_inJayerInum_hidJayers-H]; t++) 
{ 

double tmp; 
tmp = network[num hidJayeis+l][i].get_outpiitO; 
error(i] = oiit_vec[i] - (tmp + control[data_num-l][0]); 

} 

foF(int i=0; i<niim_nodes_inJayer[num_hidJayers+l]; i-H-) 
{ 

double tmp; 
tmp = network[num_hidJayers-Hl][i].get_outputO; 
errorfi] = out_vec[i] - tmp; 

} 

} 
else //(fimct = 11| fund = 21| funct = 3 || fimct = 5) 
{ 

double tmp; 

foi(int i=0; i<num_nodes_inJayer[num_hidJayers^-l]; i-H-) 
{ 

tmp = network[num_hidJayers-t-l][i].get_ou^utO; 

errorfi] = out_vec[i] - tmp; 

void Ann::get_err(double *vect) 
{ 

inti; 
for(i=0; i<num_nodes_inJayer[num_hidJayers-H]; i-H-) 

vect[i] = eiTor[i]; 
} 

void Ann::backward_pass(void) 
{ 

intij .k; 
double weightedjgrad, temp; 
// Calculate the local gradients for output layer 
// Since we used linear transformation for ouput layer, the local grad is err* 1 
for(i=0; i<num_nodes_inJayer[num_hidJayers+ll; i-H-) 

network[num_hidJayers+l][il.setJocaljgrad(eiTorti]); 

} 

// Calculate the local gradients for hidden layers 
for(i=num_hidJayers; i>0; i-) 
{ 

foi<j=0; j<num_nodes_inJayer[i] + 1; j-H-) // add 1 for bias node 

{ 
weightedjgrad = 0.0; 
for(k=0; k < num_nodes_inJayerri+I]; k.++) 
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weightedjgrad = weightedjgrad -t-
array_of_niatrices[i][k][j]*network[i-t-l][k].getJocal_gradOy/only summation 

//part of equation 6.34 in text 
temp = network[i]|j].get_outputO; 
network[i]|j].setJocal_grad( weightedjgrad * temp*(l-temp)); 

} 
} 

for(i=0; i<num_hidjayers -•-1; i-H-)//matrix number 
{ 

for(j=0; j < num_nodes_inJayer[i-t-l]; j-H-)// next layer 
{ 

for(k=0; k < num_nodesJnJayer[i] + 1; k++)//pn\ layer (add 1 for bias) 
{ 

wt_chng_matrices[i]D][k] = MOMENTUM • wt_chng_matrices[i]G][k] + 
LEARN_RATE * network[i-H][j].getJocal_gradO * 
network[i][k].get_outputO; // equation 6.35 in "Neural Networks - A ... by 

Haykin 

// change the weights 
temp = array_of_matrices[i]|j][k]; 
array_of_matrices[i]|j][k] = temp + wt_chng_matrices[i]|j][k]; 

int Ann::test(Fn.E *fptr, int data_num) 
{ 
// testing outputs from output layer 

int i = num_hidjayers + 1; 

if(funct = 4) 
{ 

ifl[data_num > 0) 
{ 
fprintfl[ fptr, "%lf\t",network[i][0].get_outputO + 
contn}l[data_num -1][0]); 

fprintfl[̂ tr, "\n"); 
} 
else 
{ 
^rintfl( fptr, "%lf\t",network[i][0].get_outputO); 

fprintf(fptr, "\n"); 
} 

} 
else //(fimct = I || fimct = 2 || fimct = 3 || fimct = 5) 

for(int k =0; k<num_nodes_inJayer[i]; k-H-) 
fprintf( fptr, "%lf\t",network[i][k].get_ou^utO); 

fprintf(fptr, "\n"); 
} 

return 0; 
} 

#endif 

/* Indiv.h */ 
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// Class definition for an individual in the population 

class Individual 
{ 
protected: 

double fitness; 
double *variables; 

public: 
Individual(void); 
double get_fitness(void) {return fitness;} 
void set_fitness(double value) {fitness = value;} 
void get_variables(double •); 
void set_variables(double *value); 

} ; 

/* Indiv.cpp */ 

// Class implementation for Individual 

#include "stdafx.h" 
#include "indiv.h" 
#include "params.h" 

Individual ::lndividual(void)//Constructor 
{ 

variables = new double[num_variables]; 
fitness = -999999999.0; // Initialize to -999999999 so that it starts with a very small fitness 

} 

void Individual ::set_variables(double * value) 
{ 

int i; 
for(i=0; i<num_variables; i-H-) 

variables[i] = value[i]; 
} 

void Individual::get_variables(double *value) 
{ 

int i; 
for(i=0; i<num_variables; i-H-) 
value[i] = variables[i]; 

} 

/* Data.h */ 

// Definition for class Data 

#ifiidefDATA 
# define DATA_ 

class Data 

{ 
protected: 

double 
double 

H 
H 

•in 
•out 

vector; 
vector; 

// A vector containing the inputs 
// A vector to hold the outputs 

public: 
void init_data_size(int, mt); 
void set in_\ector(double •. int num); 
void get in_vector(double •, int num); 
void set_out_vector(double •, int num); 
void get_out_vector(double •, int num); 
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}; 

#endif 

/* Data.cpp */ 

// Class implementadon for Data 

#include "stdafx.h" 
#include "data.h" 

void Data::init_data_size(int insz, int outsz) 
{ 

double •temp; 
int i; 

temp = new double[in_sz]; 
in_vector = temp; 
for(i=0; i<in_sz; i-H-) 
{ 

in_vector[i] = 0.0; 
} 
temp = new double[out_sz]; 
outvector = temp; 
for(i=0; i<out_sz; i-H-) 
{ 

out_vector[i] = 0.0; 
} 

void Data: set in_vector(double •vect, int num) 
{ 

int i; 
for(i=0; i<num; i-H-) 

in_vector[i] = vect[i]; 

void Data::getJn_vector(double^ vect, int num) 
{ 

int i; 
for(i=0; i<num; i-H-) 

vect[i] = in_vector[i]; 
} 

void Data::set_out_vector(double •vect. int num) 
{ 

int i; 
for(i=0; i<num; i-H-) 

out_vector[i] = vect[i]; 

} 

void Data::get_out_vector(double^ vect. int num) 
{ 

int i; 
for(i=0; i<num; i-H-) 

vect[i] = out_vector[i]; 
} 
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/* Process.h */ 

// Contains the definition for class Process 

#include <afictempl.h> // Required for the array class definition 

#ifiidefPROCESS_H 
# define PROCESS H 

#include "data.h" 
#include "ann.h" 
typedef CArray <Data, Data> Darray; 

class Process 
{ 
protected: 

int procnumber; 

int num inputs; 
int num_outputs; 

Darray dataset; 
Process(void); 

int begin_process(void); // Write to file the number of inputs and outputs 
int update_process(int datanum); // Update the process by one time step 
int print_gen_data(void); 
int get_numJnputs(void) {return numinputs;} 
int get_num_outputs(void) {retum numoutputs;} 
void get_data_point(double *vecl, double *vec2. int num); 
double ranl(long •idum): 
double gauss(long •idum); 

public: 

}; 

#endif 

/* Process.cpp */ 

// Class implementation of class Process 

#include "stdafx.h" 
#ifhdefPROCESS_CPP 
#define PROCESS_CPP 
#include "params.h" 
#include "process.h" 

Process: :Process(void) 

{ 

int i; 

procnumber = fiinct; 

sw itch(proc_number) 
{ 
case 1: 

num inputs = 1; 
numoutputs = 1; 

} 
break; 

case 2: 
{ 
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} 

num inputs = 4; 
num_outputs = 1; 

} 
break; 

case 3: 
{ 

num inputs = 4; // For neural network identifier(two conU-ol inputs 
//and two process outputs' past values) 

numoutputs = 2; 
} 
break; 

case 4: 
{ 

num inputs = 2; // For neural network identifier 
numoutputs = 1; 

} 
break; 

case 5: 
{ 

num inputs = 8; // For neural network identifier(2 past values for each of two 
// control inputs and two process outputs) 

numoutputs = 2; 
} 
break; 

case 6: 
{ 

num inputs = 2; //A control input and one past output 
numoutputs = 1; 

} break; 

default: 

// Value of szChEntered undefined. 
{ 

c o u t « "Invalid process numberVn"; 
exit(l); 

}; 
} 
data_set.SetSize(NUM_OF_TRAIN_DATA -t- NUM_OF_CONTROL_STEPS, 10); 

for(i=0; i<NUM_OF_TRAIN_DATA + NUM_OF_CONTROL_STEPS; i-H-) 
{ 

data_set[i].init_data_size(num inputs,num_outputs);// Initialize all the \ ector sizes 
} 

void Process: :get_data_point(double •vecl, double •vec2, int num) 

{ 

data_set[num].getJn_vector(vecl. num inputs); 
data_set[num].get_out_vector(vec2, numoutputs); 

} 

int Process: :begin_process(void) 

{ 
FILE •fptr; 

if( (fptr = fopen("proc_params.dat", "\\+")) = NULL) 
{ 

c o u t « "Cannot open data file proc_params.dat\n"; 
retum 1: 

} 
fprintf(fptr, "\t %d \t %d\n\n", num inputs, numoutputs); // Number of inputs and outputs 
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/• Close stream •/ 
if( fclose( fptr)) 

printf( "The file 'proc_params' was not closed\n"); 
retum 0; 

} 

int Process::update_process(int data_num) 

{ 
double •tempjn, •tempout, •vectorl, •vector2; 

switch(proc_number) 
{ 
case 1: 
{ 

tempjn = new double[l]; 
tempout = new double[l]; 

-2 to 2 

if(data_num < NUMOFTRATND ATA)//Else, control input is obtained from the controller 
control [data_num][0] = ((double)randO*(upJimit[0]-lowlimit[0])/32767) -i- lowjimit[0];// value from 

temp in[0] = confrol[data_num][0]; // u(t) 
temp_out[0]= 0.5^(temp in[0]); //No noise 
//temp_out[0] = 0.5^(tempjn[0])-t- gauss(&seed)^sqrt(O.OOI); // With noise 

data_set[data_num].set in_vector(tempin, 1); 
data_set[data_num].set_out_vector(temp_out, 1); 

}break; 
case 2: 
{ 

-2 to 2 

vectorl = new double[l]; // To hold one time step past outputs 
vector2 = new double[l]; // To hold two time steps past outputs 

tempjn = new double[4]; 
temp_out = new double[l]; 

if(data_num < NUM_OF_TRAIN_DATA)//Else, control input is obtained from the controller 
control[data_num][0] = ((double)randO*(upJimit[0]-lowJimit[0])/32767) + lowlimit[0];// value from 

if(data_num >=2) 
{ 

// Extract the past outputs 
data_set[data_num-l].get_out_vector(vectorl, 1); //>(t-l) 
data_set[data_num-2].get_out_vector(vector2, 1); //>(t-2) 

tempin[0] = control [data_num][0]; // u(t) 
tempjn[l] = vectorl[0]; //y(t-l) 
temp Jn[2] = control[data_num-l ][0]; // u(t-l) 
tempjn[3] = vector2[0]; // y(t-2) 

else if(data_num = 1 ) // One past output available, but it's equal to 0 
// and one past input available 

{ 
// Extract the one past output 
data_set[0].get_out_vector(vectorl. 1); //y(t-l) 

tempjn[0] = control[data_num][0]; // u(t) 
tempJn[l] = vectorl[0]; //yl(t-l) 
tempjn[2] = control [0][0]; // ul(t-l) 
tempjn[3] = 0; //yl(t-2) 
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> 
else // No past inputs or outputs 
{ 

temp_in[0] = control[data_num][0]; // u(t) 
tempin[l] = 0; 
temp_in[2] = 0 
temp_in[3] = 0 

} 
temp_out[0] = 0.02^temp_in[l] -0.003*temp_in[3] + 1.97^temp_in[0] + 0.05*temp_in[21; 

data_set[data_num].set_in_vector(temp_in, 4); 
data_set[data_num] .set_out_vector(temp_out, 1); 

}break; 
case 3:// Water bath system from page 59 in Neuro-control and its Applications 
{ /* The network is input the following in order 

ul(t-I), u2(t-I), yl(t-I), y2(t-I), ul(t-2), u2(t-2), yl(t-2), y2(t-2) */ 
vectorl = new double[2]; // To hold one time step past outputs yl(t-I) and y2(t-I) 
temp_in = new double[4]; // To hold eiglit network inputs 
temp_out = new double[2]; // To hold two network outputs 

if(data_num < NUM_OF|̂ TRAIN_DATA) // Else, confrol input is obtained from the controller 
{ 

control [data_num][0] = ((double)randO*(upJimit[0]-lowJimit[0])/32767) + lowjimlt[0]y/ 
value from -0.3 to 1.2 

value from -0.3 to 1.2 
control[data_num][l] = ((double)randO*(upJimit[l]-lowJimittl])/32767) + lowJimit[l];// 

} 
if(data_num >=I) 
{ 

// Extract the past outputs 
data_set[data_num-l].get_out_vector(vectorl, 2); // y l(t-l) and y2(t-l) 

temp_in[0] = confrol[data_num][0]; // u 1 (t) 
temp_in[l] = control[data_num][l]; //u2(t) 
tempjn[2] = vectorl[0]; //yl(t-l) 
temp_in[3] = vectorl[l]; //y2(t-l) 

} 
else //(data_num = 0) // One set of past output available, but it's equal to 0 

// and one set of past input available 
{ 

temp_in[0] = confrol[0][0]; // ul(t) 
temp_in[I ] = contn)l[0][I]; // u2(t) 
temp_m[2] = 0; //yl(t-l) 
tempjn[3] = 0; //y2(t-l) 

} 
temp_out[0] = 0.492*tempjn[0] + 0.085*temp_in[l] + 0.41 l*temp_in[2] -»- 0.634*temp_in[3]; // yl(t) 

temp_out[ll = 0.041*temp_in[0] + 0.237*temp_in[l] + 0.103*temp_in[2] -i- 0.885*temp_in[3]; // y2(t) 

data_set[data_num].set_in_vector(temp_in, 4); 

data_set[data_num].set_out_vector(temp_out,2); }break; 

case 4: 
{ 

vectorl = new double[l]; // To hold one time step past outputs 
vector2 = new double[l]; // To hold two time steps past outputs 

temp_in = new double[2]; 
temp_out = new double[l]; 
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if(data_num < NUM_OF_TRAIN_DATA) //Else, control input is obtained from the controller 
control[data_num][0] = ((double)randO^(upJimit[0]-lowJimit[0])/32767> + low Jimit[0];// 

value from -2 to 2 
ifi(data_num >=2) 
{ 

// Extract the two past outputs 
data_set[data_num-1 ].get_out_\ ector(vector 1.1); 
data_set[data_num-2].get_out_\ector(vector2, I); 

temp in[0] = vectorl [0]; 
temp in[l] = vector2[0]; 

temp_out[0] = control[data_num - I][0] -i- ( vectorl[0]^vector2[0] • 
(vectorl [01-1-0.8)) / ( 1 -̂  vectorl [O]^vectorl [0] -i- vector2[0]^vector2[0]); 

// Added gaussian noise with 0 mean and unit variance 
//temp_out[0] = ( control[data_num - 1][0] -i- ( vectorl [0]^vector2[0] • 
// (vectorl [0]-(-0.8) )/{l+ vectorl [Oj^vectorl [0] + vector2[0]^vector2[0])) -»-

gauss(&seed)^sqrt(0.1); // noise has mean 0, variance 0.4 
} 
else ifl[data_num = 1 ) // One past output available, but it's equal to 0 
{ 

tempjn[0] =0; 
tempjn[l] = 0; 
// Added gaussian noise with 0 mean and unit variance 
temp_out[0] = control[0][0]-i- gauss(&seed)^sqrt(O.I);// noise has mean 0, variance 0.4 

} 
else // No past outputs 
{ 

temp in[0] =0; 
tempin[l] = 0; 
// Added gaussian noise with 0 mean and unit variance 
temp_out[0] = 0 + gauss(&seed)^sqrt(0.1)^/ noise has mean 0, variance 0.4 

data_set[data_num].setJn_vector(tempJn, 2); 
data_set[data_num].set_out_vector(temp_out, 1); 

} break; 

case 5:// Stirred tank reactor process from page 114 in Model predictive control in the 
// process industry 

{ /• The network is input the following in order 
ul(t-l), u2(t-l), yl(t-l), y2(t-l), ul(t-2), u2(t-2), yl(t-2), y2(t-2) •/ 

vectorl = new double[2]; // To hold one time step past outputs yl(t-l) and >2(t-l) 
vector2 = new double[2]; // To hold two time steps past outputs y l(t-2) and y2(t-2) 
tempjn = new double[8]; // To hold eight network inputs 
tempout = new double[2]; // To hold two network outputs 

if(data_num < NUMOFTRAJNDATA) // Else, control input is obtained from the controller 
{ 

control [data_num][0] = ((double)randO^(upJimit[0]-lo%\Jimit[0])/32767) + lowjimit[0]y/ 
value from -0.3 to 1.2 

value from -0.3 to 1.2 
control[data_num][l] = ((double)randO*(upJimit[l]-lowJimit[l])/32767) -t- lowJimit[l];// 

} 
if(data_num >=2) 
{ 

// Extract the past outputs 
data_set[data_num-l].get_out_vector(vectorl. 2): // yl(t-l) and y2(t-l) 
data_set[data_num-2].get_out_vector(vector2, 2); // yI(t-2) and y2{t-2) 

temp in[0] = control[data_num-l][0]; //ul(t-l) 
temp in[l] = control[data_num-l][l]; // u2(t-l) 
tempin[2] = vectorl [0]; // yl(t-I) 
tempjn[3] = vectorl[l]; //y2(t-l) 
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temp in[4] = control[data_num-2][0]; 
tempjn[5] = confrol[data_num-2][l]; 
temp in[6] = vector2[0]; // > 1 (t-2) 
tempin[7] = vector2[l]; //y2(t-2) 

//ul(t-2) 
// u2(t-2) 

} break; 

case 6: 

value from -2 to 2 

} 
else i 

{ 

fl[data_num = I) // One set of past output available, but it's equal to 0 
// and one set of past input available 

} 
else 
{ 

temp_i 
tempi 
temp_i 
temp 
temp 
temp 
temp 
temp J 

n[0] 
n[l] 
n[2] 
n[3]^ 
n[4] 
n[5] 
n[6] 
n[7] 

control[0][0]; 
control[0][l]; 
0; //yl(t-l) 

//y2(t-l) 
//ul(t-2) 
// u2(t-2) 
//yl(t-2) 
//y2(t-2) 

//ul(t-l) 
//u2(t-l) 

// No past inputs or outputs 

tempj 
temp 
tempJ 
temp J 
tempj 
temp 
tempi 
temp i 

n[0] = 0 
n[l] = 0 
n[2] = 0 
n[3] = 0 
n[4] = 0 
n[5] = 0 
n[6] = 0 
n[7] = 0 

temp_out[0] = 1.8948^tempjn[2] - 0.895752^tempjn[6] -t- 0.0952^temp_in[0] 
- 0.094248^tempjn[4] + 0.0498^tempJn[I] - 0.04505904^tempjn[5]; // > I(t) 
temp_out[l] = 1.9555^tempjn[3] - 0.95598906^tempjn[7] -i- 0.0198•tempJn[oi 
- 0.01931094^tempjn[4] + 0.0494^tempjn[l] - 0.04842188^tempjn[5]; // y2(t) 

data_set[data_num] .set in_vector(tempJn, 8); 

data_set[data_num]. set_out_vector(temp_out, 2): 

vectorl = new double[l]; // To hold one fime step past output 
tempjn = new double[2]; 
tempout = new double[l]; 

if(data_num < NUMOFTRATNDATA) //Else, control input is obtained from the controller 
control [data_num][0] = ((double)randO*(upJimit[0]-lowlimit[0])/32767) + lowjimit[0];// 

if(data_num>=I) 
{ 

} 
else 
{ 

} 

// Extract the past output 
data_set[data_num-1 ]. get_out_vector(vector 1,1); 
tempin[0] = control[data_num][0]; 
tempjn[l] = vectorl [0]; 

tempjn[0] = control[data_num][0]; 
tempin[l] = 0; 

temp_out[0] = (tempjn[l]/(l-t-tempjn[l]^tempin[l])) + tempin[0]*tempin[0]^tempJn[0]; 

data_set[data_num].setin_vector(tempJn, 2); 
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default: 

data_set[data_num].set_out_vector(temp out, 1)-
} break; 

// Value of szChEntered undefined 
{ 

c o u t « "neither 1 nor l\n"; 
exit(l); 

}; 
} 
retum 0; 

} 

{ 

int Process::print_gen_data(void) 
// Print all data points to files 

FILE •fptr; 
inti,j; 
double •tempjn, •temp_out; 
tempjn = new double[numinputs]; 
tempout = new double[num_outputs]; 

if( (fptr = fopen("act_out.dat", "w-i-")) = NULL) 
{ 

c o u t « "Cannot open data file test.dat\n"; 
retum 1; 

} 

fprintf(fptr, "%d Inputs and %d outputVn", numinputs, numoutputs); 

for(i=0; i<NUM_OF_TRAIN_DATA-^NUM_OF_CONTROL_STEPS; i-H-) 

{ 

data_set[i].getin_vector(tempJn, numinputs); 
data_set[i].get_out_vector(temp_out, numoutputs); 

for(j=0; j<numinputs; j-H-) 
fprintf(fptr, "%mt", tempjnjj]); 

for(j=0; j<num_outputs; j-H-) 
fprintf(fptr, "%lAt", temp_out|j]); 

fprintf(fptr, "\n"); 
} 

/• Close stream */ 
if( fclose( fptr)) 

printf( "The file 'test.datl' was not closed\n"); 
retum 0; 

} 

double Process::ranl(long •idum) 

/ • 

Adapted from D. M. Etter, "Stmctured FORTRAN 77 for Engineers and 
Scientists," p. 272 (attributed to S. D. Steams). 
Retum value is approximately uniformly distributed on [0, 1]. 

• / 

{ 

if(^idum<0) 
•idum = goodseed; 

•idum = 2045 • •idum-i- 1; 
•idum = •idum - (•idum / 1048576) • 1048576; 
retum (double) (•idum + \) / 1048577.0; 
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} /• rani •/ 

double Process::gauss(long •idum) 
/ • 

From gasdevO of Numerical Recipes in C_ 

If •idum is negative, ranl() reseeds. 
The ran 10 generator keeps its state in •idum. 
Distribution is normal, with zero mean and unit variance. 

• / 

{ 

static int iset=0; 
stafic double gset; 
double fac,r,vl,v2; 

if (iset) { 
iset=0; 
retum gset; 

} 

do{ 
vl=2.0^ranl (idum)-1.0; 
v2=2.0^ranl(idum)-1.0; 

r=vl^vH-v2^v2; 
} while (r>= 1.0 II r = 0.0); 

fac=sqrt(-2.0^1og(r)/r); 
gset=vl^fac; 
iset=l; 

retum v2^fac; 

} /• gasdev •/ 

#endif 
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APPENDIX C 

MAIN PROGRAM 
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Main Program 

/* IntelliControlView.h */ 

// Interface of the CIntellicontrolView class 

#include <afxtempl.h> 

#include "indiv.h" 
typedef CArray<Individual, Individual> Parray; 

class CIntellicontrolView : public CFormView 
{ 
protected: // create from serialization only 

CIntelliControlViewO; 
DECLARE_DYNCREATE(CIntelliControlView) 

public: 
//{{AFX_DATA(CIntelliControlView) 
enum { IDD = IDD_INTELLIC0NTR0L_F0RM }; 
CProgressCtrl mProgressCtrl; 
int m layer2_nodes; 
int mlayer3_nodes; 
int mJayer4_nodes; 
int m_num_hidlayers; 
int mszFunctList; 
int m_num_ctrl_steps; 
int m_pop_size; 
int mnumcompetitors; 
int mtrainsteps; 
int m_num_generations; 
int mnParentSelectMethod; 
CString mjeamingrate; 
CString mmomcoef; 
//}}AFX_DATA 

// Attributes 
public: 

ClntelliControlDoc^ GetDocumentQ; 
//void PostNcDestroy(void); 
// Operations 
public: 

void init_global_vars(void); // Initialize the global variables 
intCIntelliControlView::identify_and_controlO; 

void init_pop(Parray^ pop); 
void select_parents(Parray •pop); 
inline int fecundity(double value, double worst, double best); 
int generate_offspring(Parray •pop); 

void plot_axes(void); 
void plot_point(double^, int); 

double^ mutate(double^ tmpvariables); 
double ranl(long •idum); 
double gauss(long •idum); 

// Overrides 
// ClassWizard generated virtual fiinction overrides 
//{{AFX_VIRTUAL(CIntelliControlView) 
public: 
virtual BOOL PreCreateWindow(CREATESTRUCT& cs): 
virtual void OnlnitialUpdateQ; 
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protected: 
virtual void DoDataExchange(CDataExchange^ pDX); // DDX/DDV support 
virtual BOOL OnPreparePrinting(CPrintInfo^ pinfo); 
virtual void OnBeginPrinting(CDC^ pDC, CPrintlnfo^ pInfo); 
virtual void OnEndPrinting(CDC^ pDC, CPrintlnfo^ pInfo); 
virtual void OnPrint(CDC^ pDC, CPrinUnfo^); 
//}}AFX_VIRTUAL 

// Implementation 
public: 

virtual -ClntelliControlViewQ; 
#ifdef_DEBUG 

virtual void AssertValidQ const; 
virtual void Dump(CDumpContext& dc) const; 

#endif 

protected: 

// Generated message map fiincfions 
protected: 

//{{AFX_MSG(CIntelliControlView) 
afxmsg void OnOkQ; 
a6c_msg void OnCloseQ; 
//}}AFX_MSG 
DECLARE_MESSAGE_MAPO 

} ; 

#ifhdef DEBUG // debug version in IntelliControlView.cpp 
inline ClntelliControlDoc^ CIntelliControlView::GetDocumentO 

{ retum (CIntelliControlDoc^)m_pDocument; } 
#endif 

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

/* IntelliControlView.cpp */ 

// Implementafion of the CIntellicontrolView class 

#include "stdafx.h" 
#include "params.h" 

#include <strstrea.h> // Needed for istrstream 
#include "IntelliControl.h" 

#include "ann.h" 
#include "process.h" 
#include "data.h" 

#include "IntelliControlDoc.h" 
#include "IntelliControlView.h" 

#ifdef_DEBUG 
#define new DEBUG_NEW 
#undefTHIS_FILE 
static char THIS_FILE[] = _ F I L E _ ; 
#endif 

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 
II CIntellicontrolView 

IMPLEMENT_DYNCREATE(CIntelliControlView, CFormView) 

BEGIN_MESSAGE_MAP(CIntelliControlView. CFormView) 
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//{{AFX_MSG_MAP(CIntelliControlView) 
ON_BN_CLICKED(IDC_OK, OnOk) 
ON_WM_CREATE0 
ON_BN_CLICKED(IDC_CLOSE, OnClose) 
//}}AFX_MSG_MAP 
// Standard printing commands 
ON_COMMAND(ID_FILE_PRINT, CFormView: :OnFilePrint) 
ON_COMMAND(ID_FILE_PRINT_DIRECT, CFormView OnFilePrint) 
ON_COMMAND(ID_FILE_PRINT_PREVIEW, CFormView: :OnFilePrintPreview) 

END_MESSAGE_MAPO 

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// CIntellicontrolView constmction/destmction 

CIntelliControlView::CIntelliControlViewO 
:CFormView(CIntelliControl View:: IDD) 

{ 
//{{AFX_DATA_INIT(CIntelliControlView) 
mJayer2_nodes = 10; 
mlayer3_nodes = 5; 
m layer4_nodes = 0; 
mnumhidJayers = 2; 
mszFunctList = 0; 
m_num_ctrl_steps = 30; 
m_pop_size= 150; 
mnumcompetitors = 25; 
m_train_steps =10; 
m_num_generations = 30; 
mnParentSelectMethod = 0; 
mjeaming_rate = _T("0.15"); 
m_mom_coef = _T("0.5"); 
//}}AFX_DATA_INIT 
// TODO: add constmction code here 

} 

CIntelliControlView::~CIntelliControlViewO 
{ 
} 

void CIntellicontrolView: :DoDataExchange(CDataExchange^ pDX) 
{ 

CFormView: :DoDataExchange(pDX); 
//{{AFX_DATA_MAP(CIntelliControlView) 
DDX_Control(pDX, IDC_PROGRESS, m_ProgressCtrl); 
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_LAYER2_N0DES, mJayer2_nodes); 
DDV_MinMaxInt(pDX, mJayer2_nodes, 1, 40); 
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_LAYER3_N0DES, mJayer3_nodes); 
DDV_MinMaxInt(pDX, mJayer3_nodes, 0, 40); 
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_LAYER4_N0DES. m_layer4_nodes); 
DDV_MinMaxInt(pDX, mJayer4_nodes, 0, 40); 
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_NUM_HID_LAYERS, m_num_hid_la\ers); 
DDV_MinMaxInt(pDX, mnumhid layers, 1, 3); 
DDX_LBIndex(pDX, IDC_FUNCT_LIST. m_szFunctList); 
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_CNTRL_STEPS, m_num_ctrl_steps); 
DDV_MinMaxInt(pDX, mnumctrlsteps, 0, 500); 
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_P0P_SIZE, m_pop_size); 
DDV_MinMaxInt(pDX, m_pop_size. 50, 300); 
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_NUM_C0MPETIT0RS, m_num_competitors); 
DDV_MinMaxInt(pDX, m_num_competitors, 5. 40); 
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_NUM_TRAIN_STEPS, m_train_steps); 
DDV_MinMaxInt(pDX, m_train_steps, 0, 30000); 
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_NUM_GENERATIONS, m_num_generadons); 
DDV_MinMaxInt(pDX, m_num_generations, 5, 100); 
DDX_LBIndex(pDX, IDC_PARENT_SELECT_METHOD, mnParentSelectMethod); 
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_LEARNING_RATE. m_leaming_rate); 
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_MOM_COEF, m_mom_coef); 
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//}}AFX_DATA_MAP 

BOOL CIntelliControlView::PreCreateWindow(CREATESTRUCT& cs) 
{ 

// Create a child window without the maximize button 
// cs.style &= ~WS_MAXIMIZEBOX; 

retum CFormView::PreCreateWindow(cs); 
} 

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// CIntellicontrolView printing 

BOOL CIntellicontrolView::OnPreparePrinting(CPrintInfo^ pInfo) 
{ 

// default preparation 
retum DoPreparePrinting(pInfo); 

} 

void CIntelliControlView::OnBeginPrinting(CDC^ /•pDC*/, CPrintlnfo^ l*p\nfo*f) 
{ 

II TODO: add extra initialization before printing 
} 

void CIntellicontrolView::OnEndPrinting(CDC^ l*pDC*/, CPrintlnfo^ l*pMo*l) 
{ 

II TODO: add cleanup after printing 
} 

void CIntellicontrolView: :OnPrint(CDC^ pDC, CPrintlnfo^) 
{ 

// TODO: add code to print the controls 
} 

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// CIntellicontrolView diagnosfics 

#ifdef_DEBUG 
void CIntellicontrolView::AssertValidQ const 
{ 

CFormView:: AssertValidQ; 
} 

void CInteIliControlView::Dump(CDumpContext& dc) const 

{ 
CFormView: :Dump(dc); 

} 

ClntelliControlDoc^ CIntelIiControIView::GetDocument() // non-debug version is inline 

{ 
ASSERT(m_pDocument->IsKindOf(RUNTIME_CLASS(CIntelliControlDoc))); 
retum (CIntelliControlDoc^)m_pDocument; 

} 
#endif//_DEBUG 

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 
II CIntellicontrolView message handlers 

void CIntellicontrolView::OnOkO 
{ 

init_global_vars(); 

/ / • • • • * • • • • • • • • • * * • • • * • • * • • • • • • • * • * * • • • • • * • • * • * • * * * * * * * • * • * * • 

// Open the file for writing 
FILE •fptr; 
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ifl( (fpU = fopen("net_params.dat", "w-i-")) = NULL) 
{ 

c o u t « "Cannot open data file net_params.dat\n"; 
//return 1; 

} 

// Print variables to file 
fprintf(fpfr, "\t%d\t%d\t%d\t%d\n", m_num_hidjayers, mJayer2_nodes, 

m layer3_nodes, mlayer4_nodes); 

// Close stream 
if( fclose( fpfr)) 

printf( "The file 'net_params' was not closed\n"); 

/I** t *************** t******i¥******************t*****t ***********/ 

identify_and_controlO; 
} 

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

void CIntellicontrolView::init_global_vars(void) 
{ 

UpdateData(TRUE); // Get user input into variables 

fiinct = mszFunctList -i- I; // Get the function index. Note that it begins from 0 

parentselection = mnParentSelectMethod + 1; 
NUM_OF_CONTROL_STEPS = m_num_ctrl_steps; 
NUM_GENERATIONS = m_num_generations; 

chars[10]; 

GetDlgItemText(IDC_LEARNING_RATE, s, 10); // Copy the string (double number) to s 

// Convert s to a double 
istrstream istrl(s, 10); 
istrl » LEARN_RATE; 
GetDlgItemTextaDC_MOM_COEF, s, 10); 

// Convert s to a double 
istrstream istr2(s, 10); 
istr2 » MOMENTUM; 

pop size = m_pop_size; 
numcompetitors = mnumcompetitors; 
NUM_OF_TRAIN_DATA = m_train_steps; 

// Initialize the global variables 
switch (fiinct) 

{ 
case 1: 

{ 
numvariables = 1; // Control variables 
lowjimit = new double[num_variables]; 
up limit = new double [numvariables]: 
targetvec = new double[l]; // For one output variable 

lowjimit[0] = 0; 
upjimit[0] = 5; 
target_vec[0] =1.5; // Set the target output to -0.3 

}break; 

case 2: 
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numvariables = 1; // Control variables 
lowjimit = new double[num_variables]; 
upjimit = new double[num_variables]; 
targetvec = new double[I]; // For one output variable 

Iowjimit[0] = -I; 
up Jimit[0] = 1; 
target_vec[0] = 0.3; // Set die target output to -0.3 

}break; 
case 3: 

{ 
numvariables = 2; // Control variables Ul and U2 
lowjimit = new double[num_variables]: 
up limit = new double[num_variables]; 
targetvec = new double[2]; // For two output variables 

lowlimit[0] = 0; // Lower limit for Ul 
upJimit[0] = 1; // Upper limit for U1 

lowJimit[l] = 0; // Lower limit for U2 
upjimit[l] = 1; // Upper limit for U2 
target_vec[0] = 20.2; 
target_vec[l] = 18.6; 

}break; 

case 4: 

}break; 

case 5: 
( 

} break; 

case 6: 

num_variables = 1; // Control variables 
lowjimit = new double[num_variables]; 
upjimit = new double[num_variables]; 
target_vec = new double[I]; // For one output variable 

lowjimit[0] = -2; 
upjimit[0] = 2; 
target_vec[0] = -0.7; // Set the target output to -0.3 

num_variables = 2: // Control variables Ul and U2 
lowjimit = new double[num_variables]; 
upjimit = new double[num_variables]; 
target_vec = new double[2]; // For two output variables 

lowJimit[0] = 0; // Lower limit for U1 
upjimit[0] = 0.5: // Upper limit for Ul 

lowJimit[l] = 0; // Lower limit for U2 
upjimit[l] = 0.5; // Upper limit for U2 
target_\ec[0] = 0.5; 
target_vec[l] = 0.3; 

} break; 

num_variables = 1; // Control variables 
lowjimit = new double[num_variables]; 
upjimit = new double[num_variables]; 
target_vec = new double[l]; // For one output variable 

lowjimit[0] = -2.0; 
upjimit[0] = 2.0; 
target_vec[0] = 1.5: // Set the target output 
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default: 
exit(l); 

} 
} 

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 
II Identification 

int CIntellicontrolView::identify_and_control(void) 
{ 

int i, j , num in, numout; 
FILE • fptr; 
double •in_vec, •outvec; 

control = new row_wts[NUM_OF_TRAIN_DATA-HNUM_OF_CONTROL_STEPS] 
forO=0; j<NUM_OF_TRArN_DATA + NUM_OF_CONTROL_STEPS; j++) 

controllj] = new double[num_variables]; 

if( (fptr = fopen("net_out.dat", "w-̂ ")) = NULL) // File to hold the identifier outputs 

c o u t « "Cannot open data file net_out.dat\n"; 
retum 1; 

} 

Process a_process; // Create a process object 
a_process.begin_process(); 
numjn = a_process.get_numJnputsO; 
numout = a_process.get_num_outputsO; 

invec = new double[numin]; 
out_vec = new double[num_out]; 
plotaxesQ; 

Ann anetwork; // A complete network is constmcted 

// Train the network 
for(i=0; i<NUM_OF_TRAIN_DATA; \++) 
{ 

a_process.update_process(i); //Generate a new data point 
a_process.get_data_point(in_vec, out_vec, i); 
//plot_point(out_vec, i); 

a_network.forward_pass(in_vec); 
a_network.test(fptr, i); 

a_network.calc_error(out_vec, i); 
a_network.backward_pass(); 

////////////////////////////Generating control////////////////////////////////////////// 

goodseed = rand(); // Required for randl and gauss functions 
Individual bestindiv; 

Parray popArray;// Parray is defined in "IntelliControlView.h" 
if(max_pop_size > popsize) // In the begining, the population size chosen can be 

// greater than the maximum pop size which is number of parents • maximum offispring 
popArray.SetSize(max_pop_size, 10); 

else 
popArray .SetSize(pop_size, 10); 

double •varholder, •outholder; 
double fitness, •tempjn; // To temporarily hold the network's inputs 
var_holder = new double[num_variables]; 
out_holder = new double[num_variabIes]; 
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tempjn = new double [num J n ] ; 

int time_step; 

// Set the range and the step size for the progress control 
m_ProgressCtri.SetRange(0, 50); 
m_ProgressCtrl .SetStep( 1); 
int step = 0; 

for(time_step =NUM_OF_TRAIN_DATA; time_step < NUM_OF_TRAIN_DATA+NUM_OF_CONTROL_STEPS; time_step--) 

///////////////////////for function 2////////////////////////////////////// 
if(ftinct = 2 ) 
{ 

double •vectorl, •vector2; 
vectorl = new double [numout]; 
vector2 = new double[num_out]; 

// Extract the past outputs 
(a_process.data_set[time_step-1 ]).get_out_vector(vector 1, 1); // y(t-1) 
(a_process.data_set[time_step-2]).get_out_vector(vector2, I); // y(t-2) 

tempin[l] = vectorl[0]; //y(t-l) 
tempjn[2] = control [time_step-l][0]; // u(t-l) 
tempin[3] = vector2[0]; // y(t-2) 

/•// To change the set point 
if(time_step >= 50) 

target_vec[0] = 0.1;^/ 

} 
///////////////////////for fiinction 2////////////////////////////////////// 

///////////////////////for function 3////////////////////////////////////// 
if(funct = 3) 
{ 

double •vectorl; 
vectorl = new double[num_out]; 

// Extract the past outputs 
(a_process.data_set[dme_step-l]).get_out_vector(vectorl, 2);// yl(t-l) and y2(t-l) 

tempjn[2] = vectorl[0]; //yl(t-l) 
tempjn[3] = vectorI[l]; //y2(t-l) 

} 
///////////////////////for fiinction 3////////////////////////////////////// 

///////////////////////for fiinction 4////////////////////////////////////// 
if(funct = 4) 
{ 

double •vectorl, •vector2; 
vectorl = new double[num_out]; 
vector2 = new double[num_out]; 

// Extract the two past outputs 
(a_process.data_set[time_step-1 ]).get_out_vector(vectorl. 1); 
(a_process.data_set[time_step-2]).get_out_vector(vector2. 1); 

tempin[0] = vectorl [0]; // Actual output from one time step earlier 
tempin[l] = vector2[0]; // Actual output from two time steps earlier 

// To change the set point 
/• if(time_step>40) 

target_vec[0] = -0.5;^/ 

} 
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lllllllllllllllllllimoifmcixoiiAllllllllllllllllllllllllliiiiiiiiiiiii 

IllllllllllllllllllllllioxfancixonSllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllii 
if(fiinct = 5) 
{ 

double *vectorl, *vector2; 
vectorl = new double[num_out]; 
vector2 = new double[num_out]; 

// Exfract the past outputs 
(a__process.data_set[time_step-l]).get_out_vector(vectorI, 2);// yl(t-I) and y2(t-I) 
(a_process.data_set[time_step-2]).get_out_vector(vector2,2);// yl(t-2) and y2(t-2) 

temp_in[2] = vectorl[0]; // yl(t-I) 
temp_in[3] = vectorl [I]; // y2(t-l) 
tempjn[4] = confrol[time_step-2][0]; // ul(t-2) 
temp_in[5] = confrol[time_step-2][l]; // u2(t-2) 
temp_in[6] = vector2[0]; // y 1 (t-2) 
tempJn[7] = vector2[l ]; // y2(t-2) 

} 
///////////////////////for fimction 5////////////////////////////////////// 

///////////////////////for fimction 6////////////////////////////////////// 
if(fimct = 6) 
{ 

double *vectorl; 
vectorl = new double[num_out]; 

// Exfract the past output 
(a_process.data_set[time_step-1 ]).get_out_vector(vectorI, I); // y I (t-1) 

temp_in[l] = vectorl[0]; // y(t-I) 
/•// To change the set point 

if (time_step > 13050) 
target_vec[0] = 3.0;*/ 

} 

///////////////////////for fimction 6////////////////////////////////////// 

init_pop(&popArray); // Initialize all individuals in population 

for(i=0; i<NUM_GENERATIONS; i-H-) 
{ 

int count, index_to_best = 0; 
for(countF=0; count< pop_size; count-H-) 
{ 

popArray[count].get_variables(var_holder); // refer to the individual's variables 
ifl[ fimct = 1 II fimct = 2 || fiinct = 6) 
{ 

temp_in[0] = var_holder[0]; // u(t) 
a_network.forward_pass(tempJn); 

} 
else if(funct ^ 3 || fiinct = 5) 
{ 

tempjn[0] = var_holder[0]; // ul(t) or ul(t-l) 
temp_in[l] = var_holder[l]; // u2(t) or u2(t-l) 
a_network.forward_pass(temp_in); 

} 
else //(fimct = 4) 
{ 

confrol[time_step -I][0] = var_holder[0]; // the input variable is needed in 
ann.calcjerrorO 

a_network.forward_pass(temp_in); 
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a_network.calc_error(target_vec, fimestep); 
a_network.get_err(out_holder); // Get the vector of output errors 
fitness = 0; 
for(int j=0; j<num_out; j-H-) 
{ 

fitness += out_holder[j]^ outholderjj]; // Error square 

fitness = -1 •fitness; // Higher the error lower the fitness 
popArray[count].set_fitness(fitness); // Update the individual's fitness 
double temp; 
temp = popArray[index to_best].get_fitnessO; 
if(temp <= fitness) 

indexjobest = count; //Index to the current best individual 
// One generation of population 

if( bestJndiv.getfitnessQ < pop Array [indexto best].getfitnessQ ) 
{ 

bestindiv = popArray .GetAt(indexto_best); 
} 
CIntelliControlView::seIect_parents(&popArray); 
popsize = CIntellicontrolView: :generate_oflfspring(&popArray); 

}// All generafions complete 

bestindiv.get_variables(var_holder); 

// After copying the data from bestindiv, reset its fitness to a very low value 
bestJndiv.set_fitness(-999999999.0); 

if(ftinct = 4) 
control[fime_step-l][0] = var_holder[0]; // New control input for fiinction 4 

else if(fiinct = 1 || fiinct = 2 || fiinct = 6) 
control [time_step][0] = var_holder[0]; 

else if(fiinct = 3) 
{ 

control [fime_step][0] = var_holder[0]; // New control input for fiinction 3 
confrol[time_step][l] = var_holder[l]; // New control input for fiinction 3 

} 

else // fiinct = 5 
{ 

control [time_step-l][0] = var_holder[0]; // New control input for fiinction 6 
control[time_step-l][l] = var_holder[l]; // New control input for function 6 

} 

a_process.update_process(time_step); 
a_process.get_data_point(in_vec, outvec, timestep); // We need the actual output vector to calculate error of 

identification model 
plot_point(out_vec,time_step-NUM_OF_TRAIN_DATA); 

// Use the following line if plotting the training data 
//plot_point(out_vec, timestep); 

a_network.forward_pass(in_vec); 
a_network.test(fptr, time_step); 
a_network.calc_error(out_vec, timestep); 
anetwork. backward_passO; 

while((int)(step^NUM_OF_CONTROL_STEPS/50) = time_step-NUM_OF_TRAIN_DATA) 
{ 
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m_ProgressCfrl.StepItO; // Updates the progress control 
step++; 

} 
} 

// Clean up 
popArray.RemoveAllO; 

llllllllllllllllllllllllini(^nex7SlC\ngconV[oyilllllllllllllllllllllliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

a_process.print_gen_dataO; // Prints the actual data set 

/* jf( (fpfr = fopen("cfrl_out.dat", "w-̂ ")) = NULL) // File to hold the confrol inputs 
{ 

c o u t « "Cannot open data file cfrl_ouLdat\n"; 
retum 1; 

} 
for(i=0; i<NUM_OF_TRAIN_DATA-t-NUM_OF_CONTROL_STEPS; i-H-) 
{ 

fprintf(fpfr, "\n"); 
for(int k =0; k<num_variables; k-H-) 

fprintf(fpfr, "\t%ir, control[i][k]); 
} • / 

fcloseall 0; 

// Clean up 
(a_process.data_set).RemoveAI10; 
delete Q lowjimit; 
delete Q upjimit; 
delete • target_vec; 
delete Q control; 
delete Q in_vec; 
delete Q out_vec; 
delete Q var_holder; 
delete • out_holder; 

retum 0; 

void CIntelliConfrolView::init_pop(Parray* pop) 
{ 

inti, J; 
double *vector; 

srand( (unsigned)time( NULL)); // Seed the random number generator 

vector = new double[num_variables]; 

for(i=0; i<pop_size; i-H-) 
{ 

Individual indiv; 
for(j=0; j<num_variables; j-H-) 

vectorlj] = ((double)randO*(upJimitD]-lowJimit|j])/32767) -̂  lowJimitDJ; 
indiv.set_variables(vector); 
(•pop).SetAtGrow(i, indiv); 

void CIntellicontrolView: :select_parents(Parray "̂ pop) 
{ 

I******************************************************************************************** 
Conduct a stochastic tournament to select parents. Each individual's fitness is compared to 
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those o f num_competitors' randomly chosen competitors. The individuals with, loosely, the 
most wins, are selected as parents. Selecting a precise number of parents necessitates that 
some individuals with the minimum number of wins qualifying for parenthood be excluded 
arbitraily. 

Note that an individual does not compete with itself, and that a particular competitor may be 
faced more than once (i.e., we draw competitors with replacement). Thus only the worst competitor 
is certain to have less than 'num_competitors' wins. 

The parents are placed given the lowest indices in the population. 
» • • • • • * • • • • • • * * * • • • * * * • • • • * • • • • • • • • • * • * * • • * * • » • • • • • • • • • * * • • * • » * * • • • * * • * * • * * * * • • • * • • • • • • • • • • * / 

inti,j,n; 
Individual tmp_indiv; 

switch (parent_selection) 
{ 

case 2 :// Stochastic selection 
{ 

int *wins; // This array holds the number of wins of each individual 
wins = new int[pop_size]; 

for(i=0; i<pop_size; i-H-) 
{ 

wins[i] = 0; 
for(n=0; n<num_competitors; n+-i-) 
{ // Compare individuals with competitors and count the number of wins for each 

individual 
j = (int)(ranl(&seed) • (pop_size -1)) + 1; 
j = (i+j) % popsize; // A random integer between 0 and pop_size 
if( (•pop)[i].get_fitnessO >= (*pop)D].get_fitnessO) 

wins[i]-^= I; 
} 

} 
for(i=0; i < pop_size-l; i-H-) 
{ 

forO=i+1; j<pop_size; j-H-) 
i^ winsQ] > wins[i]) 

{ 
tmp_indiv = pop->GetAt(i); 
pop->SetAt( i, pop->GetAtO)); 
pop->SetAt( j , tmp_indiv); 

} 

} break; 

} 

delete • wins; 

case I :// Best selection 
{ 

for(i=0; i < pop_size-I; 1++) 
{ 

forO=i+l; j<pop_size; j-H-) 
if( (*pop)Dl.get_fitnessO > (*pop)[i].get_fitnessO ) 
{ 

tmp_indiv = pop->GetAt(i); 
pop->SetAt( i, pop->GetAtO)); 
pop->SetAt( j , tmp_indiv); 

} 
} 

} break; 

default: 
exit(l); 

break; 
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// This function must come before the generateoffspring function because it is inline 
inline intCIntelliControlView::fecundity(double value, double worst, double best) 
{ 

int extraoffspring; 
double bins; 

if(worst != best) 
{ 

bins = 0.99999999 • (max_oflfspring - min_offspring +1); 
extraoffspring = (int)( bins • (value - worst)/ (best - worst)); 
retum extraoffspring + minoffspring; 

) 
else 

retum minoffspring; 

int CIntellicontrolView: :generate_offspring(Parray •pop) 
/****************************************ti***^t^^^n,^^^^ti^^i^^^^^t^^*t********************** 

The selected parents are the 'num_parents' first elements of the population. 

Generate each child by adding Gaussian noise to each variable of the parent. 
**************************************************************************************/ 

{ 
inti,j , k; 
int numchildren; 
int •n; 
int newsize; 
double best, worst, •tmp_variables, •childvars; 

n = new int[num_parents]; 
tmpvariables = new double [numvariables]; // To temporarily hold the 

//variables of each indi\ idual 
childvars = new double[num_variables]; 
/ • 

For plainbest strategy, the first element is best and last is worst. No need to 
search for best and worst 
• / 

if(parent_selection = 2) //Stochastic tournament 
{/• Because, the individuals are arranged by wins and not fitness, the highest and 

lowest fitnesses could be anywhere in the populadon and we need to find them. •/ 

best = (worst = (•pop)[0].get_fitnessO ); 
for(i=l; i<num_parents; i-H-) 

{ 
if(worst > (•pop)[i].get_fitnessO) 

worst = (•pop)[i].get_fitnessO; 
else if((^pop)[i].get_fitnessO > best) 

best = (•pop)[i].get_fitnessO; 
} 

} 

else // Since the individuals are sorted in order of fimess, best is 0th element and worst, the last 

{ 
best = (•pop)[0].get_fitnessO; 
worst = (•pop)[pop_size - l].get_fitnessO; 

} 

numchildren = 0; 
for(i=0; i<num_parents; i-H-) 
{ 

n[i] = fecundity( (•pop)[i].get_fitnessO, worst, best);//Number of offspring for 
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//each parent 
numchildren += n[i]; // Updates total number of children 

newsize = numjsarents -i- numchildren; 
if(new_size > maxjjopsize) 

newsize = max_pop_size; 
k = num_parents; 
for(i=0; i<num_parents; i-H-) 
{ 

(•pop)[i].get_variables(tmp_variables); // Copy the parent's variables 
forO=0; j<n[i]; j-M-,k+-t-) // k begins from after the parents in the array 

if(k >= max_pop_size) 
break; 

// A child is created for each j 
childvars = mutate(tmp_variables); 
(•pop)[k].set_variables(child_vars); // Create the child 

} 
if(k >= max_pop_size) 

break; 
} 
delete [j n; 
delete Q tmpvariables; 
delete [] childvars; 
retum newsize; 

double^ CIntellicontrolView: :mutate(double^ tmpvariables) 
{ 

int i; 
double •vars; 
vars = new double[num_variables]; 
for(i=0; i<num_variables; i-H-) 
{ 

do 
{ 
vars[i] = tmp_variables[i];// Copy each variable 
vars[i] -i-= gauss(&seed)^sqrt(mutation_var); // Add Gaussian noise 
}while(vars[i] < lowlimit[i] || vars[i] > up limit[i]);// Keep the variables within the limits 

} 

retum vars;// Retum the mutated variables which now form the child 

double CIntellicontrolView::ranl(long •idum) 
/ • 

Adapted from D. M. Etter, "Stmctured FORTRAN 77 for Engineers and 
Scientists," p. 272 (attributed to S. D. Steams). 
Retum value is approximately uniformly disfributed on [0, 1]. 

• / 

{ 
if(^idum<0) 

•idum = good_seed; 

•idum = 2045 • •idum-t- 1; 
•idum = •idum - (•idum / 1048576) • 1048576; 
retum (double) (•idum -i- 1) / 1048577.0; 

} /• rani •/ 
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double CIntellicontrolView::gauss(long •idum) 
/ • 

From gasdevO of Numerical Recipes in C_. 

If * idum is negative, ranlQ reseeds. 
The ranl() generator keeps its state in •idum. 
Disfribution is normal, with zero mean and unit variance. 

• / 

{ 
static int iset=0; 
static double gset; 
double fac,r,vl,v2; 

if (iset) { 
iset=0; 
retum gset; 

} 

do{ 
vl=2.0^ranl(idum)-1.0; 
v2=2.0^ranl (idum)-1.0; 

r=vPvl-t-v2^v2; 
} while (r>= 1.0 II r = 0.0); 

fac=sqrt(-2.0^1og(r)/r); 
gset=vl^fac; 
iset=l; 

retum v2^fac; 
} /• gasdev •/ 

void CIntellicontrolView::plot_axesO 

{ 
CClientDC dc(this); 

inti; 
chars[5]; 
double scale; 

SetBkMode(dc, TRANSPARENT); // Set text background to transparent 

SetTextColor(dc, RGB(0,155,10)); 

///////////////////for fiinctions 1, 2, 4 and 5////////// 
for(i = 0; i<3; i-H-) // y-axis scale, -t-ve values, ending in .5 

{ ' ' 
scale = 2.5-i; 
_gcvt(scale, 4, s); 
TextOut(dc, 17, lOO^i+340, s, 3); 

for(i = 0; i<3; i-H-) // y-axis scale, -t-ve values, ending in .0 

{ 
scale = 2-i; 
_gcvt(scale, 2, s); 
TextOut(dc, 17, IOO^i+390, s, 1); 

for(i = 0; i<2; i-H-) // y-axis scale, -ve values, ending in .5 

scale = -0.5-i; 
_gcvt(scale, 5, s); 
TextOut(dc, 17, lOO î-̂ 640, s, 4); 

} 
for(i = 0; i<l; i-H-) // y-axis scale, -ve values, ending in .0 
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scale = -l-i; 
_gcvt(scale, 3, s); 
TextOut(dc, 17, 100 î-(-690, s, 2); 

for(i = 0; i<9; i++) // x-axis scale, 2 digits 

int iscale = i^lO-HO; 
Jtoa( iscale, s, 10); 

TextOut(dc, 40^i-h80, 610, s, 2); 
} 
for(i = 0; i<3; i-H-) // x-axis scale, 3 digits 

int iscale = î  10-1-100; 
Jtoa( iscale, s, 10); 

TextOut(dc, 40 î-(-440, 610, s, 3); 
} 

///////////////////for fiinctions I, 2, 4 and 5////////// 

/*********************^,^tfp^^^^_^ axes^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^*************/ 
char •strl, •str2; 
strl = "Time Step"; 
str2 = "Process Outputs"; 

for(intk = 5;k<550;k-H-) 
{ 

dc.SetPixel(k,600, RGB(0,0,255)); 
dc.SetPixel(50,k-t-340, RGB(0,0,255)); 

} 
SetTextColor(dc, RGB(0,0,255)); 

TextOut(dc, 540, 625, strl, 9); 
TextOut(dc, 5, 300, str2, 15); 

for(int m=0; m<12; m-H-) 
{ 

for(intn=0;n<ll;n-H-) 
{ 

dc.SetPixel(45-Kn,50^m-i-350, RGB(0,0,255)); 
dc.SetPixel(40^m-^90, 605-n, RGB(0,0,255)); 

} 
} 

f************************-^Qt Y.y axes^******************************/ 

} 

void CIntelliConfrolView::pIot_point(doubIe^ outvec, int timestep) 
{ 

CClientDC dc(this); 

III 11 III IIII11IIIIIUo change the default bmsh co\oxllllllllllllllll 
CBrush bmsh(RGB(250,40,10)); // Create a new bmsh 
SelectObject( 

dc, //handle of device context 
bmsh // handle of object 

); 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHO change the default bmsh COXOTIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 

double numoutputs; 
ifl(fiinct = 3 II fiinct = 5) 

numoutputs = 2; 
else 

numoutputs = 1; 
for(int i = 0; i<num_outputs; i-H-) 
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// The following rectangle object is created to be used b\ the Ellipse function 
CRectrec( 48-t-fime_step^4, 598-(int)(out_vec[i]^100), 52-time_stepM. 602-(int)(out_vec[i]^100)); 
dc.Ellipse(rec); 

voidCIntelliControlView::OnInitialUpdateO 
{ 

CFormView::OnInidalUpdate(); 

// Initialize the list box for functions 
CListBox •pListBox = (CListBox •)GetDlgItem(IDC_FUNCT_LIST); 
ASSERT( pListBox != NULL ); 
pListBox->AddString( "Process 1"); 
pListBox->AddString( "Process 2"); 
pListBox->AddString( "Process 3"); 
pListBox->AddString( "Process 4"); 
pListBox->AddString( "Process 5"); 
pListBox->AddString( "Process 6"); 

pListBox->SetCurSel(0); // To inifialize the selection in the list box 

pListBox = (CListBox •)GetDlgItem(IDC_PARENT_SELECT_METHOD ); 
ASSERT( pListBox != NULL ); 
pListBox->AddString( "Best Selection"); 
pListBox->AddString( "Stochastic Selection"); 
pListBox->SetCurSel(0); // To inifialize the selection in the list box 

voidCIntelliControlView::OnCloseO 

PostMessage(WM_COMMAND, ID_FILE_CLOSE); // Close the current form 

} 
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